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It’s easy to make up to 
10000 a week 
in your spare time... 

and get... 

HOW would you like to collect a handsome “second 
salary” week after week and get FREE SHOES FOR LIFE, 
t00? It’s easy! Just introduce nationally-advertised Mason 
shoes to friends, neighbors and other people you meet. 

Regardless of your age, education or experience—even 
if you've never sold a thing before in your life—you can 
make $5.00 to $10.00 an hour in your spare time as a 
highly respected Mason Shoe Counselor. 

You don’t invest a cent! Your FREE demonstration Outfit 
95 up the sales fast — virtually automatically! 

Yes, we send you a FREE Demonstration Outfit that 
starts making good money for you the very first hour! 
You don't invert a penny. You carey no inveotory. Yous 
have no overhead expenses, But you do keep 100% of 
your profits! Many Mason Shoe Counselors sell 2, 3, 4, ‘even 5 pairs of shoes in one short visit co a friend’s house 
— it's that easy! You, too, can earn $50.00, $75.00, $100.00 or more a week and 

GET FREE SHOES FOR LIFE 
That's right—you are eligible to receive FREE SHOES 

Rush Coupon for 
your FREE OUTFIT! 

We give you everything 
you need to make big cash 
profits from the very first 
hour. Mail the coupon for 
your FREE Out today! 

MASON SHOE 
MFG. CO. 

Dept. 7 
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin 

when you accept as few as 5 orders a month as 
a Mason Shoe Counselor in your neighborhood. 

ONE HUNDRED. AAP Gon Dee 

every six months . . . a5 long as you continue to send as 
few as 5 orders every month. These FREE shoes are an 
extra bonus in addition to the big cash commissions you 
collect on every sale. You choose any shoe in the Mason, 
line ... select for yourself, your wife, your children. 

Greater selection than any retail store! 
Mason shoes sell fast ! That’s because you offer 275 styles 
for men, women and children... . with many exclusive 
comfort features, When it comes to fit, you draw on 
Mason's stock of 300,000 pairs, sizes 4 fo 16, widths 
AAA to EEE. And every sale means automatic repeat 
and referral business—'cause Mason shoes are NOT sold 
in scores. Folks must buy from YOU every time! 

Get started right away! 
Mail the coupon below and we'll rush the FREE Demon- 
stration Outfit that puts money into your pocket the very 
first hour! Starts you on your way to a $100.00 a week 
extra income plus FREE SHOES FOR LIFE! Send no 
money now or later. Get everything FREE. No obliga- 
tion. Rush the coupon TODAY! 
@ Mason Shoe Mfg. Co. 1964 

RUSH COUPON FOR YOUR FREE OUTI 

| MASON SHOE MFG. CO., Dept. H-707 
| Chiepewa Falls, Wisconsin 1 
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Take command of 
your future...now! 
Choose the job you want from 266 ICS Courses 
Dozens of new careers are open to you with ICS your questions. Texts, written by authorities, are 
training. Oldest, largest correspondence institution. yours to keep. Famed ICS diploma to graduates. 
8,000,000 students since 1890. Learn facts, theories, Convenient payment plan, Send our coupon for three 
practical applications. Instructors guide you, answer FREE booklets. 
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Tl put a real HE-MAN 
in your mirror! =; 

Holder of Tide, "ord os 
Developed Man” 
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Need a better job? Want to own a business? 

Earn BIG MONEY 

in the AIR CONDITIONING 

REFRIGERATION AND 

HEATING FIELD! 

Skilled men are desperately needed in Air Condition- 
ing, Refrigeration and Heating. Over 20,000 must be 
trained each year. If you are 18 or over and want an 
exciting, big pay future in this dynamic field, CTI 
training is for you! Get the facts that can put more 
money in your pockets—fast! Use the coupon to 
send for the free CTI book— NOW! 

pes ch, 25 Kits 

You Build A Complete o y oul | © 

Refrigeration System! 

In addition to easy lessons and work projects, Wea i qe! y| 
you get (and keep) mechanic's tools and parts to ce 

ete build your own freezer or refrigerator. You get 
experience as you train. 

APPROVED FOR Seon one 

npehaies Please send me all the facts, complete details on CTI training in 
AIR CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATION AND HEATING 
Name = Age = 

= County. 

Check for facts on GI Bill 



GROW AMAZING LIVE 

* Soa OMNES ANYTHING 
FOR A Just ADD WATER And You've Got 

INS TANT PET: 

dee the ACTUAL BIRTH of HUNDREDS of ADORAGLE SEAMONKEYS! Brought to 
Cire in an INSTANT formula SO HIGHLY 
BERFECTED they're GUARANTEED to GROW, over HALF-AMILLION PEOPLE of ALC ages have tested It and to thelr de 
fight, 17 WORKED! NOW, these LOVEABLE 
ew MinkPats can be YOURS! 

Right In YOUR Home~A SEA-CIRCUS! 
Imagine the FUN of OWNING a whole tum- 
bling, happy troupe of SEAMONKEYS that are MORE LAUGHS than @ 200 FULL of leaping JUNGLE MONKEYS! 

vite $0 EAGER to please, they EAS!: Lv"'learn ‘to obey, YOUR commands! We 
DANCE to MUSIC, Loop-The-Loop, ride on 
Swim in novel formations like Trained Seals 

land MUCH more! They NEVER STOP. 
Entertaining ang ALWAYS put on a thrilling SVarety Show" the WHOLE FAMILY can enjoy! 

WATCH AN AMAZING MIRACLE! 
Your Sea-Monkeys will arrive SAFELY, seal od in UNHEARD OF "Time Capsule” EGGS: that LIVE for 20 YEARS, yet~put them In 
water, and IN SECONDS “the ‘cutest. pets Youve ever seen HATCH ALIVE and start to SWIM even though they're just BABIES! Gest Of ALL, you get BOTH SEXES, so when they 
‘ive as gifts or even SELL you wish! 

GUARANTEED FOR LIFE! 
NOTE: SeaMonkeys are SO EASY to handle 
and raise by ANYONE, you got ® unique 

(Guarantee GOOD FOR A LIFE 
TIME that INSURES your 
FREE REPLACEMENT of these 
PROFITABLE pets, FOREVER! 
UNICORN HOUSE DEPT. 15S _ 

200 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK, N.Y, 10020 

M 

FREE TRIAL! 

Be “Well Dressed” at 
@ Terrific Savings! 

Training and Amazing Life History. SeaMonkeys, a package of “instant Lite” 
Water Purifier, PLUS, a full ONE” YEAR Supply of special Sea-Monkey GROWTH FOOD fo ‘feea your fantastic petst Re- 
Member, SexMonkeys are GUARAI TEED to ‘LIVE and GROW or your MO! EV-BACK! To order, RUSH your Narn Address and ONLY. $1.00 plus 25 conte for postage ana handling. ‘Don't walt— 
your MONEY REFUNDED IN’ FULL If You are not completely satis 
= 
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MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE ' 

Monkey” tS) and my FREE supplies. | Must. be 100% satisfied. or "you will Promptly refund my money. I enclose Sic00 plus 25¢ shipping charges tor each 

ree tl 

Dsccress 

USH ORDERS 50¢ extra Ee Broo nr 

AUGH 
On her deathbed, the woman 

confessed to her husband: “Jerry, 
I have deceived you with the 
milkman.” Her husband stared at 
her and then smiled, “Well, dar- 
ling, why do you think I gave you 
the “arsenic?” 

kkk 

A man was explaining the habits 
of his female friend to an acquain- 
tance. “She's some girl. She has 
to get real tight before she can 
really loosen up.” 

kkk 

Coming back from a football 
game, the farmer’s son dropped 
the football in the yard. Chancing 
upon it, the rooster called the hens 
around him and said, “Now ladies, 
I don't want to appear ungrateful 
or raise any unnecessary fuss, but 
I do want you to see what's being 
done in other yards” 

“He has a perfect wif 
fect family and now he's looking 

for a perfect mistress.” 



Who'd have 
thought I’d make 
so much money 
without going 
to college? 
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‘Send for 2 FREE BOOKS 

This composite story is typical of hundreds told by CIE 
students who are now enjoying exciting new careers in 
Electronics 

‘Most of them decided on their new careers after reading 
our famous books, “How To Succeed In Electronics,” and 

a 

“How To Get A Commercial FCC License” These books de- 
scribe in detail the many electronics careers open to men 
‘with proper taining. And they tell which CIE courses will 
best prepare you for the work you want. 

Bath books are FREE when you mail the coupon belov. 
‘So send for them, and get ready to pinch yourself for not writ- 
ing to us sooner, CIE, 1776 Fast 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 
44114. 

ENROLL UNDER NEW Gi. BILL ~All CIE courses are avail- 
able under the new Gal. Bil If you served on active duty since January 31, 1955, of are im servige now, cheek bor on catd for GIL Bilt information. 

4776 East 17th Street, Cleveland. hie 44m4 
Please send me2 FREE books describing opportu- 
nities in Electronics and how to prepare for them. 

ee ee er 
(1) Check here for Gal, Bill information. 
‘Accredited Member National Home Study Goumal“A Lender in Electrons Trainiag ( "Since 1958 



We say the world is lovely and that loveliness is enough. 
And beauty being the best of all we know, from the 
‘Azores to Zanzibar, we're sure these lovelies will appeal 
to the most discriminating of roving eyes. So wander 
through the following pages . . . and your eyes will 
tell you where to rest. 
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The GLACIER GIRL'S 
STRANGE 
JUSTICE 

The naked injustice of his crime was 
exposed when the woman revealed 
the bare facts. 

“By PRESTON WILKENS 

x DECEMBER 10, 1920, a naked white man was 
Ied out of the roadhouse in the Mackenzie Delta 

settlement called Italuk. The white man was man- 
acled, and he was led past the silent community of 
about 150 people, about 75% of whom were native 
Eskimos, to the outskirts of the settlement where 
his shackles were taken off. 

At the edge of Italuk the white man was motioned 
toa sled and a team of huskies, He moved to the 
sled and took the traces in his hands, He slipped a 
notebook on to the sled itself, wedging it in between 
two pieces of wood. This was the diary he had been 
keeping, even through the days of his imprisonment. 

The white prisoner and’ his preparations for his 
journey had been watched in complete silence by 
the handful of white men who had come to see him 
off, and by the Eskimos, male and female, who were 
gathered around the dog team and sled. 

Ahead of the white prisoner was a journey of 120 
miles to the next town over ice and snow. He had 
no provisions, no food, no weapons, The tempera- 
ture was 48° below zero. The. journey itself was a 
punishment meted out to the white man for the rape 
of an Eskimo woman, 

There was only one complication to the punish 
ment. And it was not a minor one. The white 
prisoner had to make the journey absolutely, com- 
pletely, stark naked.” (Continued on next page) 





It was the one condition the Eski 
mos had insisted on—the rapist 
had to be in exactly the same 
condition as the Eskimo girl had 
been during her ordeal—naked. 

‘The white man cursed. He 
threw a clod of ice at the dogs, 
‘and started them off. He ran bare- 
foot, For one hundred and twen- 
ty miles he would have to keep 
moving. One moment of rest— 
and he would freeze solid in min- 
utes, 

"Would he be able to keep alive? 

FIRST HEARD OF THIS unusual 
punishment in a rape casein 

volving a native woman when I 
settled in Italuk in 1956 for a 
nine month period for the pur- 
pose of doing an anthropomor- 
phological study of the customs 
Of the Eskimos as influenced by 
the white man’s civilization. I in- 
terviewed both Eskimos and 
white men, and it was when I 
began to work with the elders of 
the community, the men and 
women in their late sixties and 
early seventies that I ran into 
eyewitness accounts of the pun- 
jshment that had been passed on 
‘William Macon some 40 years be- 
fore, and the strange result of 
that punishment, 

Sidak, an elderly male Eskimo 
with a skin as tough as shark 
leather, was the man who pre- 
sented me, once I had gained his 
friendship, with the diary of Wil- 
liam Macon, preserved these 40 
years by the oilskins in which it 
had been wrapped. The follow- 
ing story of the rape committed 
by William Macon and his pun- 
ishment has been put together 
from his diary and from inter- 
views with Sidak and other na- 
tives. Let Sidak’s version start off 
the beginning of the story of the 
rape. 

Only fear of the white lawmaa kept Umlak from murder! 

‘opens am HUNTER was out 
stalking a seal,” Sidak 

said, “when he was seen by Wil- 
fiam Macon, the white man with 
the red hair, Macon knew that 
Umlak’s woman, Noashak, would 
be alone in their igloo for several 
hours, Noashak was a beautiful 
girl, one quarter white, and Ma- 
con determined to go to her while 
ther husband was gone. 

‘But Umlak made a fast kill 
Seal blood stained the snow as 
Umlak pulled out his snowknife 
and cut a small incision in the 
fabdomen-of the seal. He was per- 
forming his rite of thanks to Nu- 
Tiayuk, the water hunting god. 
Into that incision went Umlak’s 
hand, and he drew out the seal’s 
fiver, red and smoking, He stuff- 
‘ed this into his mouth and swal- 
Jowed it greedily, following it with 
handfuls of blubber, for a hunter 
must eat, Finally Umlak melted 
some snow in his mouth and spat 
jt into the seal’s mouth. The seal, 
being a salt water animal, he 
knew, thirsted for fresh water. 
When it reached the place where 
dead seals went, it would tell 
other seals to let Umlak, the hunt- 
er, catch them, for he would give 
them fresh water, too.”” 

‘The ceremony over, Umlak be- 
gan the trek with his kill to his 
igloo where his wife, Noashak, 
was waiting, It was her job to 
butcher the seal. 

‘When Umlak returned to his 
igloo ani dragged the seal inside 
with hira, his wife, Noashak, was 
waiting for him with a strange 
story to tell, And while they ate 
of the heap of dried Arctic trout 
that lay on the snow floor and 
hacked frozen chips of the seal 
and stuffed them in their mouths 
‘and mixed it with handfuls of rice 
and caribou meat which Noashak 
had cooked, and drank mug after 

mug of black tea, they discussed 
her story of the visit she had 1 
ceived from the red-haired white 
man they knew by the name of 
Red_ Macon. 

“] thought,” Noashak said, 
<<he wanted to make pleasure with 
me on the iglerk, the snow couch, 
but he left in a hurry when J told 
him I could hear the dogs and 
that you must have made @ quick 
veill.”” 

‘Umlak thought about this for 
a moment. ‘‘Yes,"” he said, nod~ 
ding in agreement, “I would have 
been glad to make him welcome 
by offering him my wife. So that 
you could make pleasure with him 
qn the caribou sleeping bag.”” 

‘USBAND AND WIFE were silent 
for a few minutes as they 

concentrated on chewing on the 
frozen seal meat. Umlak had been 
thinking all the time, however, for 
now he spoke. ‘“Were you insult 
ed that he left without making 
pleasure with you on the iglerk?”” 

Noashak hung her head, “A lit- 
tle,” she said, “Maybe he does 
not think I am desirable.” 

‘Umlak shook his head. ‘No,”” 
he said, ‘He probably knew it 
was not right to make pleasure 
with you while I was gone. He 
Knows that I would be happy to 
Iend him my wife, and that it is 
not right for a white man to take 
her when I am not here.” 

“He could have waited for you 
to come back,” Noashak said, ‘to 
give you the honor of borrowing 
your wife. 

“He had business elsewhere,”’ 
Umiak said abruptly, throwing the 
seal meat on the floor. He had 
filled his belly, and now it was 
time to attend to his wife. Some- 
how the thought of the white 
man’s visit excited him, He took 
off his boots and furs and crawled 
naked into the caribou bag and 
motioned to Noashak to join him. 
Soon they were making pleasure 
‘ophis,"” Umlak said, “the white 
‘man could have enjoyed if he had 
only remained. Maybe he will 
come back some day and I will 
fend my wife to him and we will 
be friends again... .” 

‘Alter I left Umilak’s wife and 
igloo, Red Macon had written in 
nis diary, I went back to the 
cache and got the rabbit and fox 
furs I had gotten from the Eski- 
‘mo’s trapline and I took them 
to the trader in Italuk. Big Char- 
lie Connors paid me for them, 
and then I asked him about Noa- 
shak, figuring I could find out 
from him just how she could be 
had. (Continued on page 66) 
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Petite, piquant and perky, little Natasha is the 
embodiment of the old say ‘zood things come 
in small packa 00, 108 pounds, 
blonde hair, blue all add up to a tor- 
rid little bundle of dynamite in any man’s lan- 
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Se EPIC OF NAN 
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round.” She has a great deal of poise and con- 
you can see from her pert and saucy 

he may be small in stature, but we pre 
dict a big future for this delectable Miss. Some- 
where, somehow, someone along the way will 
discover her, and then BIG things will happen! 
Could it be you? 

guage! Natasha, as you may guess from these 
pictures, is a swinger. She likes to be where the 
action is—parties, discotheques, love-ins, what- 
have you? “I like my men to be flexible,” she 
says. “They should be the kind of guys who are 
competent in many situations—after all, 1 want 
them to take care of me—not the other way 
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By Allen Crawford 

he mod clothing shop in Greenwich Vil- 

lage was crowded with lovely teenage 
girls trying on the latest, wildest micro-skirt 
fashions from England. And the black-haired 
manageress in a sleeveless, silver blouse 
and shimmering silver micro-skirt was wor- 
ried about the. well-dressed man who was 
staring intently at a salesgirl modeling a 
golden see-through dress. 

“No, I don't think my niece would like 
that one either,” the man said, as he puffed 

w 

on his pipe. Then he seemed to realize how 
many dresses the girl had modeled. “I'l 
just take that gold lame micro-skirt with the 
matching gold bikini-panties.” he added 
quickly, and jerked out an expensive bill- 
fold. 

“Thank God,” the black-haired girl said. 
“[ was afraid he might be a problem. Many 
men do come here to shop for their young 
wives or nieces or daughters, of course. But 
many more men come to get their sexual 

THEY'RE SELLING ° 



Mod clothing stores are springing up all over the country. But the 

young sexy girls who work there are offering more than clothes! 

IN THE MOD SHOPS! 
fantastic sexual revolution in the United 
States. 

And this mod-fashion c1 

dresses and short skirts is no underground 

They've seen all the lovely, 
young girls on television or on the street, 
and then they discover shops like this, and 
it’s like paradise to them. You 
them after a while, and this 
tial trouble. He's the kind that want 

1 to meet him in a hotel room later, and 
model the clothes agai 

This New York shop is only one of hun- 
dreds of wild, micro-shops in the country’s 
large cities that are helping to create the 

ze of see-through 

happening. The stores cater to a market of 
teenagers who spend some 18 billion dol- 
lai ar on clothing, as well as a post- 
teen market which spends many billion dol- 
lars trying to look mod and young. 
Though the stores flourish in Bohemian 

neighborhoods, they (Continued on page 58) 
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Editor's Note: Mark Johnston,.a former combat sergeant with 
the 90th Division, landed in’ Normandy on D-Day, 1944, and 
fought his way across the Cotentin peninsula with the 357th 
Regiment. He was awarded the Bronze Star and the Purple 
Heart with cluster. He is presently @ newspaperman in 
Kansas City... 

(De Bee 15115 1944, the second platoon of Baker 
Company of the 357th Regiment, the 90th Divi- 

sion, was ordered to set up a roadblock in and hold 
the small town of St. Belvedere. I was a squad leader 
in that platoon, 

St. Belvedere looked like nothing on the map. It 
consisted of little more than a cluster of houses. But 
it sat right on a road junction. Any Kraut Mark IV 
tanks that wanted to bull their way down the Argine- 
St. Belvedere road and make a push for the beach 
head had to go through St. Belevedere. The only 
alternative was to go out into the fields, and that 
meant going through one hedgerow—bocage country 
—after another. That way (Continued on page 51) 

SECRET 
WEAPONS OF 
ST. BELVEDERE 



ted Nazis want us to do!” 

They fought the Nazis with whatever weap ons they could lay their hands on—and 

the most effective weapon they had was called women! a 





“Your dog is suffering from lack of love . 
our rehal cbilitatio Program starts with the 

B 



and in this corner, at 125 pounds, from 
Oklahoma City, is a chick who's guaranteed to 
knock you off your feet! No, Lynn Charles 
isn’t a famous boxer, but she may very well be 
the champ. and she might even look pretty 
good in a ring. She isn’t wearing one yet, 

though, and doesn’t plan to for a very long 





time. She planning on a long and successful ca- 
reer at being the number one top-heavyweight 
contender. And as if being magnificently 
top-heavy weren’t enough, she’s got the kind of 
class that counts everywhere too. Lynn 
likes dating men who are interested in stock 



car racing, surfing, and almost anything as 
long as it’s something filled with thrills and ex- 

ent. She's a wild one, all right, and if 
she’s your kind of chick, you can be sure that 
this is the champ. Can you think of anything 
better than pictures of the chick-champ? 



THERE'S MAN AND MONEY-MAD CUTIES PLUS 

$11,000,000. 
TREASURE 
TO BE FOUND IN COSTA RICA 
He knew what men would do for $11,000,000 dollars, but when he learned what 3 

beauritul women would do for just a share of the tropical treasure he was hunting, he 

iy 

joined forces with them. 

Editor's Note: An authority on treasure locations, Mr. Strat- 
ton has dug and dived his way to a small fortune. The 
following true account is excerpted from a book of his ad- 
ventures, which will appear the latter part of the year. 

THE LAW CONCERNING 
TREASURE HUNTING 

United States law regarding Treasure: “‘Coin, | 
gold, silver plate or similar articles hidden for 
safe keeping and forgotten or remaining undis- 
covered, by reason of death of the person who 
hid them, are technically known as Treasure 
‘Trove. . .. Treasure Trove is where any money 
is found in the earth, but not lying upon it, and 
no man knows to whom it belongs.”” 

Tn present day terms this includes paper 
money! 

“<A finder of treasure trove is entitled thereto, 
fas against the owner of the land where the 
treasure was found, and all the world except the 
‘true owner, in the absence of statute, but the 
‘owner of the land is entitled to property other 
than treasure trove, embetided in its soil. The 
‘owner of fhe soil in which treasure trove is 
found.acquires'no title thereto, by virtue of his 
‘ownership of the land.” 1 

"Do dig for treasure get the landowner’s per- 
mission—otherwise you are guilty of trespass! 
—in a written agreement that includes: 

1. Names of parties searching. 
2. Reason for searching. 
3, Agreement on division of treasure. 
If Jand’is State owned permission must be 

obtained from the State, Most states do not 
demand any percentage of the find. 
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J ousrs, or 4 montenr, T was seeing double 
then triple, and in a flash there were six of them 

striding into my office. Six of the most gorgeous gals 
Tve ever seen this side of the equator. I rubbed my 
eyes in disbelief, swung my long legs crossed atop 
my desk to the floor, but they were real women, 
stark, semi-naked real women in bikinis—the brief- 
est Pd ever seen! And right then and there, I had 
‘2 premonition that my long-delayed hunting trip to 
Cody, Wyo, to bag an eight-pointed buck that I'd 
been promising myself was in peril. As a ship salv- 
age-seeker, treasure hunter, marine supplier, and 
jack-of-all-sea trades, Td been holed up on Goose 
Island for years. I wanted to get the taste of brine 
out of my mouth for a while, the smell of salt out 
of my nostrils, But as that sexy sextette slipped into 
my office, I knew it would be some time before I'd 
be back in the States thrashing after that buck. 

T bounced to my feet, unconsciously fingered the 
three-day stubble on my face. I wasn't attired to re- 
ceive such delectable company. My shirt was grimy, 
my white ducks smeared with caulking compound, 
and the big toe of my right foot poked out of my 
sneaker. “Pardon the appearance, ladies,” I said, 
lamely. “But you took me by surprise. The only 
thing that’s come into this sun-beaten shack the last 
couple of weeks was a lost crayfish, Where'd you 
come from?” 

“Doesn't matter,” said one of them, a tall blonde 
with a bosom that made Jayne Mansfield look like 
a little girl “It’s where we're going that counts!” 

“You go off-course racing your shell for Vassar in 
‘a regatta?” I quipped, still marveling. “Maybe you're 
survivors of a sunken showboat, or maybe I’m dream- 
ing and you're just mermaids!” 



| 
: A brunette bustled up to me, and she sure had a 

bustle. “When you're through clowning, mister, Tl 
explain, We're showgirls. We were in a show touring 
the upper regions of South America when our pro- 
ducer lammed with the dough, stranding us. We were 
wondering how we'd pony up passage dough back 
home when Carol, that’s the cutie with the pigtails 
over there, Carol remembered that a local senor had 
confided to her that there was a lot of moolah stash- 
ed in Cocos Island,” 

T furrowed my brow in surprise. “On that parched 
strip of land, money?” I asked, incredulously. 

“A treasure that could be converted into money,” 
Carol chimed in, 

ME WHOLE PLOT SUDDENLY exploded in my face. 
You mean, you want me to pilot you to that 

so-called treasure?” 
“That's your job, being a guide, isn’t it?” said the 

brunette. “Her one-night stand boyfriend told Carol 
exactly where it is, so all we have to do is lower 
away and hook into the gold. “We can’t pay you 
now,” she continued, “but we'll cut you in on a per- 
centage basis.” 

T scanned the six of them, voluptuous, desirable, 
a gal in every porthole. For the time being, there 
were other ways to snare my fee. I'd be the skipper 
on a floating harem! “Well, I did have other plans,” 
T started to say. 

Carol brushed up to me, playfully fanned me with 
one of her pigtails, Her vidlet eyes smiled, like neon 
signs blinking “welcome.” “Plans can be unmade, you 
know,” she said, softly. And right then and there, I 
knew that the eight-pointed buck waiting for me at 
Cody would have to wait a little longer. 

“Okay, pardners, you've got yourself a hired hand,” 
I said, waving them in and indicating some rickety 
chairs. I watched them making themselves com- 
fortable, sitting, straddling my desk, lying down on 

By PETE STRATTON 

There's always a risk in any treasure hunt, but 
the value of this one makes it worth taking. 

t 
In some areas precautions must be taken against 
underwater terrors, if tragedy is to be avoided. 

the canvas cot, all the while playing « yan with 
myself of “Eenie, meenie, minie, mo.” Which would 
be the first in this round-robin romance? “What's 
the pitch?” I asked. 

)AULINE, THE BIG BRUNETTE who seemed to be the 
mouthpiece for the sorority, plopped a cigarette 

between her sensuous lips, lit it, sent a spiral of 
smoke ceilingward. “I'll give you part of it now, and 
the other half later, you know, like tearing up a dol- 
lar bill to- make sure you keep your part of the bar- 
gain. The loot, like we said, is orm Cocos Island—” 

“Hold everything,” I broke in, “Right off.the bat, 
we've got a sensitive situation, Costa Rica, which 
has jurisdiction over the island, has some ground 
rules about treasure hunting. You've got to be okay- 
ed, get a license, post a bond; and be accompanied 
by a naval escort, with you fitting all expenses. Any 
fortune recovered, Costa Rica grabs one half. I can 
take care of some of the arrangements. How much 
dough have you gals got collectively?” 

ME 22 BUCKS THEY had between them wasn’t 
enough to fuel the escort’s Diesels. But after they 

were reassured by my promise to attend to all the 
details, Pauline went on: “Cocos Island, as you must 
know, was a favorite burial spot for pirates’ loot, 
Well, not long ago, a captain named Bennett Gra- 
ham turned to pirating, using the name of Benito 
Bonito and a brig called the Devonshire, which he 
replaced with a Spanish ship he seized, the Relam- 
pago. He made a number of quick kills—200 tons 
of silver bars, 50 tons of gold coins, almost 1000 gold 
bricks, 300 jewel-studded gold swords. The loot was 
estimated at $11,000,000. Bonito buried his huge 
hoard in a Cocos Island cave, which he took the 
precaution of sealing with a man-made landslide. A 
short time later, a British man-o'-war caught Bonito 
with his pirate's flag up, (Continued on page 48) 
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<He was trappell ina 
but of bestial Hesire, 
presence of a man,” 
fought over him like @ 
a pack of wild animals. 

MAN-STARVED — 

WOMEN mite 5 
BOLIVIAN TIN MINE

S *" , 



The peasant: girls toiled desperately; 
their. glossy black“hair and their 
round high breasts:thaking with every 
‘movement, 

Editor's Note: The author, an American mining engineer, worked tor 
European interests that controlled the Bolivian tin mines prior to 1952, 
when the tin industry was nationalized. He was subsequently hired by 
the Bolivian government to investigate suspected abuses by some of the 
ew managers who wormed their way into control of the mines. His 
efforts led to the ouster and arrest of several of these illegal operators. 

FLATTENED MYSELF against the tunnel wall as soon as I saw 
the light. It was a weak yellow glow bobbing up and down, 

far off in the gloom of the narrow-gauge track that traversed 
the*mine tunnel, Slowly, it approached my hiding place, a 
narrow side tunnel partially concealed by a heap of shale 

‘As the light came closer, I could hear the sound—animallike 
grunts of someone who was short of breath. 

‘And then I saw her, 
‘The light came from a lantern on her miner's cap. The cap 

was all the clothes she was wearing, Harnessed like a draft 
mare, a nude girl was pulling @ loaded ore car down the track. 
While her bare fect felt for the wooden ties between the rails, 
she strained at her burden, as great rivulets of sweat poured 
down her naked body. (Continued on page 43) 



ARE 
AMERICAN 
WOMEN 

TOO SEXY? 
ee =A casebook article with shocking proof: 

‘Women in the U.S. are 5 times more romantic than the average male! 

By ANSELM WORTHINGTON 

WHEN. AS THE GOOD BOOK seys, the Creator 
took one of Adam’s ribs to create Eve, he start- 

ed a “ribbing” job that hasn't stopped yet. 
Women have been having one great big secret 

joke ever since—at the expense of Man. They've 
tolerantly allowed him to believe, for all these un- 
countable thousands of years, that he is the ruler of 
the roost, the top banana, the lord of the mansion— 
or whatever way you want to say “Master.” Worse 
yet, women have even let him take the reins in 
thinking that he is even “boss of the boudoir.” 

‘Actually, women know—and scientists are only 
now beginning to uncover facts to support them— 
that nothing is further from the truth, that woman, 
actually, is the better lover. 

Does this hurt your male ego? Frankly, it even 
hurts mine and that of my colleagues. Admittedly, 
even though I am supposed to be an objective, dis- 
passionate scientist—a finder of truth, wherever it 
exists, whomever it may hurt, it does kind of take 
the wind out of my sexually smug sails. 

But, should it truly matter who is the better lover 
if both sexes get a real enjoyment out of their loving? 

It is true, however, that women can take more 
loving (and give more, too) than men, Ever embark 
on the scientific project of trying to completely satisfy 
a woman? Truthfully now, who won? 

‘The United States Society for Psycho-sexual Re- 
search, in a study involving more than 200 women 
and 300 men, learned that a woman is capable of 
2 

making love—consecutively—five times the average 
‘man’s one time—and be ready more quickly to start 
a new contest. 

‘Most of us have heard of nymphomaniacs (Writer's 
Note: Nymphomania, like its male counterpart, 
satyriasis, is a pathological condition. Such people 
are in a constant, frenzied, agonizing state of sexual 
excitement, and have to be physically restrained or 
death from heart failure can result from their sexual 
excesses) who can make love to a far greater num- 
ber of lovers than can an “over-sexed” male 

There appears to be a little of the “nympho” in 
most women and this, perhaps, is what makes them 
better at the love game than men. 

In the course of a day's work, I have had many 
husbands complain to me: “that their wives were 
cold.” Let me tell you something: there is no such 
thing as a cold woman, There are only “inadequate” 
men, Let these same complaining men take the time, 
and have the patience to thaw, what they think is 
coldness, and they will learn that they've been living 
with an H-bomb that just needed igniting before 
it would go off. 

History does tell us of an Egyptian princess who 
was terribly angered and humiliated at being told 
by her husband that she was incapable of giving 
satisfaction to a man, While the military gentleman 
was on a campaign to subdue some unruly Ethiopians, 
his wife took on all comers for a fee, Her price? One 
small stone—but only if satisfied, 



When the infinitely cuckolded husband returned 
from the wars he found that his wife had an unusual 
token of her fond esteem with which to present him. 
She had amassed a pile of stones rivaling the Great 
Pyramid in size, and she sweetly told her husband 
how she got them, Now that is a lot of stones—and 
a lot of sex. By the way, her frustrated hubby didn't 
get so much as a peck from his wife, 

Messalina, the wife of Emperor Claudius of Rome, 
to prove that she was better at making love than 
any woman in her country, challenged the most fa- 
mous prostitute of the time to a public duel of sex 
in the city’s market place, Messalina’s score: 25 men 
in one day, And, Messalina was not a passionate 
creature by any means, Each of these men was worn 
out to a frazzle—but thoroughly. In fact, unknown 
to her husband, “Messy Lena” spent her entire day 
—every day—in the market place disguised as a 
‘common streetwalker and wholeheartedly proved her 
ability to any and all who cared to visit her and par- 
take of her considerable charms. Payment was only 
incidental, Then, in the evening after a day of prov- 
ing her point, Messalina would return to her palace 
and her royal role, bathe, perfume and take care of 
her boy, Claudius, Claudius, like a great many Roman 
emperors was no slouch on the couch either—but 
he was never able to make Messalina yell “uncle.” 

Male homosexuality is in fact another manifesta- 
tion of the sexual superiority of women, In my clinical 
studies I have been struck by the fact that often 
homosexuals are men who suffer from intense feel- 
ings of masculine inadequacy, the result in great part 
from their inability to sexually satisfy women, 

In fact, here is another case in point towards the 
woman's sexual superiority, When I described Mes- 
salina and her phenomenal appetites, the male reader 
might have thought.‘‘But we've had Don Juans," 

Even though Don Juan may have had a fantastic 
record of conquests during his active life, it in no 
way attested to the potency of his male vigor with 
these women, but simply to his superbly developed 
powers of seduction, Further, records show that Don 
Juan was primarily interested in the seduction of 
women only, rather than in their sexual conquest. He 
was completely content if a hot and panting young 
damsel threw herself upon her bed and awaited the 
Spanish Cavalier with eagerly opened arms. Don 
Juan, a gentleman to the core, would most often 
merely tip his cocked hat, thank the woman gra- 
ciously—ignoring her profferments of love—climb 
back down from the Senora’s balcony, and be off for 
parts unknown to repeat the whole foolish bit. 

Whether he or his amours realized it or not, Don 
Juan actually was a homosexual. Today a ‘Don Juan 
Complex”’ is the designation used by those in the 
psychological professions to clinically describe an 
overly promiscuous male who seeks to prove to him- 
self his sexual adequacy as a man (which he uncon- 
sciously doubts) by seducing as many women as pos- 
sible, Rarely does this type of man ever find a full, 
complete, satisfying relationship with a woman, If 
he were not so emotionally disturbed, he would find 
that one good woman would undoubtedly be more 
than adequate for all his sexual needs. 

(Continued on next page) 



‘The other great male lover of fame, Casanova, 
had his own problems, He could not attain fulfillment 
without resorting to the unusual, His enormously de- 
tailed ‘“Memoirs’’ in themselves show he was ex- 
hibitionistically inclined. Furthermore, these ‘‘Mem- 
oirs’” often display this trait and that of voyeurism 
in their actual contents. Casanova shows a marked 
preference towards performing with one woman in 
the presence of another. Throughout his ‘“Memoirs 
it becomes altogether clear that Casanova was a true 
exhibitionist, An incident—which we cannot print 
here—describing Casanova’s romantic interlude with 
a hunch-backed woman, and relating all the difficul- 
ties ‘with scrupulous medical details, even more defi- 
nitely proves Casanova was not a normal man. 

‘The whole business of Woman being the sexual 
superior has its germ in another theory, also ego- 
busting to the male. This theory has been the sub- 
ject of numerous scholarly and non-scholarly articles 
and books—that-Woman has a physical superiority 
over men to begin with. In his lucid book, ‘The 
Natural Superiority of Women,”’ Dr. Ashley Montagu 
brings out facts, only recently proved by statistical 
studies, which have long been recognized by physi- 
cians, physiologists, and anthropologists—who have 
wisely, if unscientifically, kept their mouths’ shut— 
that while man is larger, more muscular and has a 
arger brain, a woman has it over him in the following 
ways: 

‘@ Woman lives longer than Man. Actuarial figures 
compiled by insurance companies have long dem- 
onstrated this, 

© Woman gets sick less often, and recovers more 
quickly. 

‘© Woman is far less often an inmate of a mental 
institution or a drug addict—notwithstanding the un- 
scientific claim made by many men that it is Woman 
who drives the male to insanity and narcotics. 

© Woman has a higher pain threshold—in other 
words she is bothered less by pain and can withstand 
it better than does her sexual opposite, Ask any physi- 
cian, 

‘© Woman feels the cold less than Man. Pragmatic 
research of your own should have revealed this fact 
to you long ago—a woman wearing only skimpy 
shoes, a thin dress, even thinner nylon stockings and 
fa light coat or jacket strolls with evident comfort 
down a blustery, frigid street, while her heavily 
bundled male companion, muffled up to his eyebrows 
with a heavy suit, an even heavier overcoat, a scarf, 
woolen stockings and sturdy shoes shivers and his 
clattering teeth chatter and clack like a Spanish 
dancer’s castanets, 

‘© Woman, in one instance, is more than merely 
superior, She is, according to evolutionists, over 500,- 
000 years in advance of Man in one respect—her 
bulging forehead, or, to put it more politely and 
scientifically, her cranial dome. It is round, smooth 
and bulging—the way a male’s should become a half- 
million years hence. 

‘Another society, not quite as strange, but just as 
possible may be in the offing. With the population of 
the world today ever growing more predominantly 
female, eminent sociologists claim there may even be 
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a natural trend toward a society where a few men 
service a great number of females—a sort of rooster- 
and-his-flock kind of situation. A lot more fun for the 
male, if you are one of the few males required, But, 
think of it men, day after day after day—or, rather, 
night after night after night. And no time for fishing, 
either, This society would most probably be matri- 
archal, Rooster or not, Man would not rule the roost. 
Woman would be the boss. Men would simply ‘‘sat- 
isfy” them, It would be a kind of bee-like society 
where the women would be the Queens and the men 
the drones, receiving the same death treatment, per- 
haps, when their usefulness—their sexual virility— 
came to an end. 

Less fun, but less inhumane at the same time— 
and still foreboding—would be the kind of society 
where man would simply supply the sperm—to be 
taken away from him in the same coldly efficient, 
unexciting way it is removed from a prize seed bull 
today. The sperm, deep frozen, would be used as 
needed. In this way the sperm could be utilized so 
much more efficiently for artificial insemination and 
go a long way further than it does today. This tech- 
nique would be a lot less energy sapping for the man, 
but it would require the necessary existence of still 
fewer males. 

But what about the women ‘‘missing’’ sexual re- 
lations with men? This is where one of the facets of 
Woman's sexual superiority comes into evidence. 
Woman is capable of indulging in.sex more often 

and for longer periods than man, Albert Ellis, PhD., a 
noted authority on sexual matters, says in his ex- 
cellent and authoritative book. ‘“The American Sex- 
ual Tragedy’”: “There are . . . reasons to believe that 
many females, when fully released from sexual inhibi- 
tions and tabus, are biologically more sexually ade- 
quate than the average male, Sexually released wom- 
en... may have climaxes that are more frequent, 
more intense, and more lasting than those had by 
equally released men, . . It may well be only the rare 
male who can thus satisfy a sexually released, reason- 
ably highly-sexed female,” In other words, Ellis has 
learned from his long and intimate clinical experience 
with many females that the average woman is capa- 
ble of having a fuller, more frequent, and more in- 
tense sex life than the average male. Yet, despite 
many claims to the contrary, a woman is just as equal- 
ly capable of going without sex for longer periods 
than a man. Today there are many more virginal 
women—nuns, spinsters, maiden aunts, etc.—living 
out their lives without apparent discomfort than there 
are virginal men. 

‘The mental attitude of Woman is an important 
part of her sexual superiority over Man, Donald Day, 
in “The Evolution of Love’” states that ‘‘it seems 
the more selective the female is, the more she can 
fan her desires to white heat, or conversely, reduce 
them to dead coals, When a male’s sex hunger be- 
comes strong enough, then ‘‘the act’ is more im- 
portant “‘than the actress.”” This is not ordinarily 
true for a woman.” 

For after all, ‘“‘Sex,”” wrote Grete Meissel Hess, 
“for the male is an episode; for women it is the 
quintessence of life.”” ee 



DANIELLE 
DUPREE 
Lithe and luscious Danielle Dupree grew 
up in a small town in Montana, and, as 
you can see for yourself, did a very good 
job of it. She spent most of hi 
in the wide open spaces coming up 
healthy a body as possible. She obviously 
spent her time well, for she passes our in- 
spection with straight Ah’s. Since attain- 
ing the ripe age of twenty, she has lived in 

she works as a le; 





tary, modeling some on the side. We're 
certainly glad she’s decided to be on our 
side, as we could sit and ogle at her shape 
as long as she spent forming it. She chose 
Denver over the eastern metropolitan areas 
because she wants to be Somewhere where 
there is still plenty of open country around 
for her to romp and play. She’s the kind of 
girl, though, who could make anyplace a 
playground. Speaking of playgrounds, 
when she finds one she just loves to swing. 
Wouldn't you dig swinging with Danielle? 
Up, up, and away 2 



INSIDE 
INFO 

FOR MEN 

CAPITALISM--NEW GUINEA STYLE. . . because 
of the GREAT DEMAND for SHRUNKEN HUMAN 
HEADS, many of the tribes in this area have 
returned to the AGE-OLD CUSTOM OF KIDNAP- 
ING VICTINS with ATTRACTIVE LOOKING HEADS 
and using the method that has been handed 
down from generation to generation, THEY 
ARE SHRINKING THE HEADS AND SELLING THEM 
ON THE OPEN MARKET. Authentic specimens 
bring as mich as $500 and a NATIVE COULD 
LIVE A WHOLE YEAR ON JUST ONE SALE. And the 
authorities seem powerless to stop the 
natives as witnessed by the fact that a 
SQUAD of TWENTY MEN DISAPPEARED in the 
trackless jungle on a MISSION to WEED OUT 
AND ARREST THE HEAD SHRINKERS. Six months 
later, a widow of one of the men was ap- 
proached by a man on the street who offered 
to sell her a human head. She took ONE LOOK 
AND SCREAMED. The head was that of her hus- 
BAND, but the head-vendor got off when he 
claimed he thought IT WAS A FAKE HEAD. 

HOUSEWIFE-PROSTI RINGS . . . almost daily 
the newspapers report how the police have 
BROKEN UP ANOTHER SUBURBAN VICE RING where 
all the PROSTITUTES were MARRIED WOMEN who 
ATTENDED PTA MEETINGS and were otherwise 
WELL ACCEPTED IN THETR COMMUNITIES. But 
what really bothers the cops and psycholo- 
gists is the fact that most of the time, 
THE HUSBANDS know all about their WIVE'S 
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES and_in many 
cases, HUBBY WAS THE ONE WHO TALKED WIFEY 
INTO SELLING HER BODY. One vice-detective 
blamed the spiraling COST OF LIVING and 
the desire to GATHER AS MANY MATERIAL GOODS 
AS POSSIBLE. "After all," he said, "many 
of these rings bring in HORE THAN $250,000 
EACH YEAR and the money is split among the 
WORKING GIRLS without the bulk of the pay- 
ments going to the syndicate--YET." 

CHEAP INSIDE INFO, . . the FEDERAL GOv- 
ERNMENT prints and publishes thousands of 
BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS that are a GREAT HELP 
70 THE AVERAGE MAN. The following are a 
good example of this and can be purchased 
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by writing to the SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCU- 
MENTS, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, WASH- 
INGTON, D.C. 20402. . . "CALORIES AND 
WEIGHT" is a POCKET GUIDE for both the male 
and female WEIGHTWATCHER for only TWENTY- 
FIVE CENTS. Order number is A1.77:153. . 
"ROOM TO ROAM" is an ideal PLANNING GUIDE 
for the family which wants to TOUR THE 
WESTERN PART OF THE COUNTRY. It contains 
40 PHOTOS, SIX DETAILED REGIONAL MAPS and 
many-keyed lists of some 457 TRAVEL ATTRAC: 
TIONS. Catalog number is I 53.2:R53 and the 
price on only HALF-A-BUCK . . . And for the 
man who has PROBLEMS with the AIRPLANES 
FLYING OVER HIS HOME, there's a study and 
‘@ manual on how to INSULATE THE HOUSE A- 
GAINST THIS ANNOYANCE for only .55. If in- 
terested, use HH 1,31:19 when ordering. 

WACKY WILLS . . . more and more MONEY is 
being left to HOUSEHOLD PETS THAN EVER BE- 
FORE IN HISTORY. In ENGLAND alone, it is 
estimated that a total of FOUR-AND-A-HALF- 
MILLION DOLLARS is willed to animals EVERY 
YEAR and although DOGS AND CATS get most 
of the cash, occasionaly a WEIRD BEQUEST 
is made. One lady left several thousand 
dollars so the PIGEONS near her neighbor- 
hood WOULD BE FED DATLY while another left 
$5,000 so her HAMSTERS would always be well 
stuffed with seeds and lettuce. 



CONSUMERS BEWARE. . . experts advise all 
redit buyers to avoid the companies which 
fer to "CONSOLIDATE YOUR DEBTS," and 
REDUCE YOUR MONTHLY PAYMENTS" for a FEE 
jecause chances are, you'll end up in 
RSE FINANCIAL SHAPE and stand a good 

yhance of LOSING YOUR CREDIT RATING. So 
7, 24 STATES have PASSED LAWS FORBIDDING 

DEBT POOLING" FOR PROFIT and 13 OTHERS 
we LAWS REGULATING the PROCESS. But there 
e still 13 STATES which permit the "DEBT 
USTER FOR PROFIT" and this scheme ranks 

SEVENTH among the TOP TEN CONSUMER FRAUDS . 
whe way it works is this way: you have over- 

EXTENDED YOURSELF, creditwise, and can't 
make all the monthly payments. So a COM- 
PANY OFFERS TO TAKE A SET AMOUNT BACH WEEK and 
SPREAD THIS MONEY around to all your cred- 
dtors, TAKING THEIR FEE, which can range 
TEN to TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT of the WEEKLY 
AMOUNT. However, all they do is send your 
CREDITORS less than the usual amount or 
talk you into REFINANCING THE BILL which 
adds more INTEREST to the money you already 
owe. And in some cases, they have taken 
SEVERAL WEEKLY PAYMENTS and then left town 
without PAYING ANYONE. So if you need help 
with an overloaded bill paying schedule, 
contact your local FAMILY WELFARE AGENCY, 
CREDIT UNION or LEGAL AID SOCIETY. These 
| outfits are set up to handle such CREDIT 

PROBLEMS and they'll do'it for NOTHING. 

2 2 
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MAKE-OUT LECTURES . . , due to soon break 
on the market are SLIDE and TAPED LECTURES 
on how to seduce any woman, anywhere in the 
world. COORDINATING BOTH SOUND AND SLIDES, 
the outfit can be used in a normal project- 
or and average tape recorder. It is made 
up of all the HINTS and EDUCATED GUESSES 
of PSYCHIATRISTS and SWINGERS with the REP- 
UTATION of being CONQUERERS OF THE FEMALE 
SEX. Selling for about $25, there'll be 
GROUP DISCOUNTS for TEN ORDERS OR MORE. 

Earns $820 
aly fat postin piel your cour 
fronth"—"G. We Tenn 

Precision Drawing Instrument Set, Professional Oratting Gourd Outfit & Flogertip Tiking’ Orstting' Table’ are ven fo you with your complete North weriean Course tn Dralting, 

Income from $350 to $820 per 

ig Promotion! 
| wes prmated tom th oo: ‘ution ine shea of eters 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS 
Coust-to-Coast Shortage of Trained Draftsmen 
Opens Thousands Big Salary Jobs for Beginners! 
Now you can take your pick of thousands of big 
salary jobs open to Draftsmen (see “help 
wanted” sections of metropolitan newspapers) 
Huge nationwide demand ... U.S. Dept, of Labor 
reports "42% more Draftsmen needed in next 10 
‘ears—not enough applicants to fill drafting jobs 
available now!” Our easy “Quick-Learn” Meth- 
od has helped hundreds toward good income, se- 
curity and prestige as Draftemen. Why not you? 
YOU NEED NO DRAWING SKILL... NO TECHNICAL ABILITY 
NASD's staff of Profesional Drattamen guide you slp-by fep With our spare Lime home: stacy plan your oh 
Many readvatos have naccdoded with osly erode suheol {ini Others report oo earrings draing pct ne we 

when you train,at home with NASD for a 

HIGH PAY JOB IN DRAFTING! 
RUSH COUPON FOR FREE KIT... 
Mail coupon tadny fr FREE “DRAFTING CAREER KIT," Sample Laon, rane Apttde io ingrey Soy rating ar Book ‘Mea Fat Biting lm sched wenn 
lyin” Draiag No siesnan wile Eeayhg Scot FREE! ond WITHOUT OBLIGATION. Wate today 
iorth American School of Drafting, DEPT. 1176 

4500 Campes Oc, Unversity Plaza, Newpor., Cl 
E hush “ORAFTING CAREER KIT", tncludiog imple Laser, Apade Test Drafting nstrme IUPREET No cclenmen will colt Gh. Roped. 

Age 



FLYING SAUCER 
Ohio boy scorched by UFO —Recent mass sight: 
ing in California—Horse “eaten” by saucer? 

lying saucers (or UFOs, if you 
prefer that designation) a 

here—they have been around for at 
least 21 years, and there is no in- 
dication at present that they will go, 
away, at least not very soon. 

“Flying saucer" Is the rather 
whimsical name given to the 20th 
century's mystery in the skies by 
newsmen in 1947 when pilot Kenneth 
Arnold spotted nine discs over 
Mount Rainer, Washington, and 
compared them to "saucers, skip- 
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ping over water.” He was alluding 
to their erratic motion as they flew 
among the mountain peaks that 
day. “UFO," on the other hand, is an 
abbreviation of Unidentified Flying 
Object, and was used by the United 
States Air Force Air Technical In- 
telligence Command when they set 
up their investigation of the strange 
objects that same year. 

It is doubtful that even the most 
casual reader of newspapers and 
magazines is totally unfamiliar with 

the terms “flying saucer and 
UFO." Some may think they are 

nothing but hallucinations, and oth- 
ers may think that they are some 
kind of interplanetary probe; but all 
are aware that they are the subject 
of a great deal of controversy, 

We are intimately familiar with the 
subject of UFOs, having been deeply 
involved with the mystery since its 
beginning. So much so, in fact, that 
we founded the Aerial’ Phenomena 
Research Organization (APRO) in 



FA CTS by Jim and Coral Lorenzen 

World-famous UFO researchers and investigators, Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzen 
have written UFOs OVER THE AMERICAS and 
PANTS, as well as numerous art les on the subject. 

LYING SAUCER OCCU- 

1952, hoping that we could find 
some answers to the questions 
people were asking. We have learned 
quite 2 lot, but we are still far from 
having all the answers. Today, the 
‘two most puzzling aspects of UFOs 
are: what they are, exactly; and what 
causes them or where they come 
from. 
Considerable controversy sur- 

rounds this subject, and as a result, 
quite a number of misconceptions 
have arisen, It is often assumed by 
those who have not given the sub- 
ject any serious study, that UFOs are 
seen only by drunks, the mentally 
deficient or the emotionally disturb- 
ed. Itis also widely believed as “gos- 
peel” that the objects have not been 
registered on radar, and that there 
have been rio reports involving a 
umber of people. Both these beliefs 
are false. 

Dr. R. Leo'Sprinkle, one of APRO’s 
advisory staff, along with a compan- 
ion, has seen'a UFO. Sprinkle is a 
Counseling psychologist for the Uni- 
versity of Wyoming in Lara- 
mie—hardly what you would call an 
Unreliable witness, 
UFOs have been picked up on ra- 

dar—many times. A case to support 
this contention is the sighting of the 
UFOs over Washington, D.C. in July, 
1952. The Senior Controller at Wash- 
ington Airport, Mr. Harry Barnes, 
said in an interview with the press 
that they were not only seen visually 
from the ground and by pilots in the 
air, but were tracked on radar. Des- 
pite Air Force pronouncements, he 
discounted the popular theory that 
they were some kind of atmospheric 
phenomenon. 
Mass sightings are much more nu- 

merous than is generally assumed. 
The number of people who saw the 
objects over the capitol in 1952 quali- 
fies that report as a mass sighting. 
There are records of many other 
sightings in which hundreds and 
thousands of people were involved, 
The two photos which accompany 
this article, perhaps the most fa- 
mous UFO photographs in existence, 
were taken during a mass sighting. 

On January 16, 1958, at 12:15 pm, Al- 
miro Barauna, a civilian photo- 
grapher working with the Brazilian 
Navy for an International Geophysic- 
al Year (IGY) project, was alerted 
that 2 UFO was proceeding toward 
the Island of Trindade. Barauna 
managed, despite the pushing and 
shoving, to get four photos. The 
alarm that something unusual was 
present came from both the bow 
and the stern of the ship, and alto- 
gether over one hundred of the 
ship’s crew, including officers and 
seamen, viewed the object. 
Another misconception about 

UFOs is that no astronomer has seen 
one. This is not true, either. Astrono- 
mers at Majorca Observatory in 
Spain viewed an unidentified 
triangular object which spun on its 
axis and moved at high speed on 
May 22, 1960. Dr. Clyde Tombaugh, 
the only living astronomer to have 
discovered a planet (Pluto—the 
ninth from the sun), observed a UFO 
(or UFOs) in Las Cruces, New Mex 
co, in August, 1949. Although he has 
ever said that what he saw was 2 
‘space ship,” he could not identify 

the strange lights as anything from. 
this earth. They were ina "V" forma- 

tion of rectangular lights which kept 
fixed intervals between one another. 

The large concentrations of sight: 
ings have little to do with extraneous 
factors such as the attitude of the 
press. We have found that the num- 
ber of sightings being reported has 
No direct relationship to the amount 
of publicity given the objects. Quite 
often a certain report will capture 
the attention of the news media, and 
the general public will get the idea 
that UFOs have suddenly appeared 
again—when in actuality the sight- 
ing curve has not risen appreciably 
at all. A case in point is the 1964 
sighting of an egg-shaped abject and 
two tiny “occupants near Socorro 
New Mexico, by policeman Lonnie 
Zamora. Right after the Socorro 
incident made news, others, prob- 
ably encouraged by the serious att 
tude of the press, reported their ex- 
periences. But the UFO activity of 
that particular period (April and 
May, 1964) was confined for the 
‘most part to a relatively small area 
It was not until the first of July, 1965, 
that an extended period of UFO ac. 
tivity (involving hundreds of sight- 
ings, as opposed to a few score in 

(Continued on page 72) 
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I cursed silently to myself. If I 
go back alive to La Paz, the peo- 
ple responsible for this sight would 
pay for their crimes, 

T fumbled with one hand for 
the camera slung around my shoul- 
der. I hoped the film would come 
out, with only the dim light of the 
lantern to shoot by. I would need 
it as evidence when the time came. 

The girl halted, waiting patient- 
ly like the draft animal they had 
furned her into, In a minute, I saw 
why. More light splashed into the 
tunnel, ané three more women ap- 
reared pee DB! 

Two of them were healthy-leok- jog peaks IN sipped Blais 
‘waist. One carried a pick, the othét 
4 shovel. "They wore sandals, dun- 
garées and miner’s caps with lan- 
terns. 

The other worhan was something 
else again. She was older—about 
forty-five—and she had a wide, 
enuel face that showed an Indian 

“Strain. Like the two gitls with the 
“fools, she was stripped to the waist 

because of thé-almost unbear- 
able heat in the “mine. But she 
wasn't carrying'a piek or a shovel, 

She had a rifle. 
T= FEMALE GUARD PLANTED. 

herself where she could Watch, 
the others, her feet wide apart'and 
her back resting 
against the tufthel wall. She fidn't 
point the rifl@.@t the girls. She did 
nit have to. You could see that they 
were terrified of hep. They toiled 
desperately with pick and shovel, 
their glossy black haisaand their 

und high breasts shaking with 
every movement, i= 

T took pictures until I ran out 
of film, hoping the tglyslooking 
guard wouldn't hear the-¢lick of 
the shutter. Then I waited for them 
to leave. j 

It didn't take Jong. Inside of 
twenty minutes, the ore car was 
filled. The girl who was harnessed 

comfortably 

MAN-STARVED BOLIVIAN WOMEN continues tom page 31 

to it heaved, while the other two 
gave it a push to get it started. T 
heard it rumble down the passage- 
way. The woman with the rifle 
gestured, and herded the two girls 
away. Their lanterns disappeared 
around a bend, and I was in total 
darkness 

T groped my way down the tun- 
nel, in the direction Id come from 
Finally there was a blessed beam 
of light from the shaft Id discov- 
ered earlier that day 

Inch by inch, I climbed up the 
rotting timbers, forty feet into the 
harsh sunlight of the Bolivian 
Andes. I lay gasping for a moment. 
‘As, soon as I had regained my 
breath, I headed for the trees. It 
would be a fifteen mile hike down 
the side of the mountain to the 
place where I had hidden my jeep. 

I didn't get fifteen yards. 
“Venga usted!” a voice barked. 

For emphasis, a bullet thudded in- 
to the dirt at my feet. 

I could have gone for the 32 
revolver I had stuck in my belt. 
But I never would have made it. 

Slowly I turned around, my 
ands in the air, 

WERE WERE TWO of them. They 
walked toward me, holding 

their rifles with casual competence. 
‘They were both big men, dressed 
identically in khaki shirts and trou- 
sers, laced boots and drill helmets. 
Td seen their kind before, in the 
rubber-growing country of the Up- 
per Amazon, where the lawless pa- 
trones hold natives in virtual sl: 
ery. They were hired gunmen from 
one of the big cities. Utterly ruth- 
less, they would have no compunc- 
tion about gunning down anyone 
that threatened the illegal profits 
of their overlords. 

“Do not move, senor,” one of 
them said. The other one retrieved 
my revolver, then yanked the 
camera from my shoulder so that 
the strap broke, 

“Look at this, Jorge,” he said 
He was about to dash it against a 
tock when Jorge stopped him. 

“That is a fine camera, We can 
sell it” 

‘The gunman thought it over, 
then nodded. “This one, he is a 
spy, with such a camera.” 

“Now look,” I began. “Let me ex: 
plain. . 

“Silencio!” Jorge shouted, He 
swung the butt of his rifle, and it 
aught me in the pit of the stom- 

Tell to the ground, doubled over 
in agony. While I lay there, a boot- 

foot kicked me once, twice, in 
the ribs. 

“Turn him over_on his back, 
Carlos,” said Jorge. “I like to watch 
their faces when I shoot them.” 

Through a blur of pain, I could 
see Jorge's rifle lift, aimed at my 
abdomen. Jorge didn’t care to make 
it quick. 

“Wait!” said Carlos. “The patron 
will be angry if you kill him before 
he finds out about the camera.” 

Jorge sighed. “You afe right” 
He lowered the rifle. His foot 
swung in a vicious arc and caughit= 
me in the head. The world went 
out like a broken light bulb. 

“ UH, HE IS WAKING UP,” a voice 
said, “Are you with us, Mr. 

West?” 
T felt a hand grab my hair and 

jerk my head back, My face was 
slapped sharply. 

“Answer, when the patron speaks 
to you!” said Jorge. 

“Stop that, Jorge,” the first voice 
said mildly, “Mr. West is an 
Americano. You must not treat 
him like your Indian rabble.” 

T opened my eyes, I was in one 
of the mine offices, overlooking the 
main shaft and the rusty hydraulic 
elevator. The same desk was next 
to the window, the same pictures 
on the walls. I recognized them 
well. I ought to. Six months ago, it 
had been my office. 

‘The man sitting behind the desk 
was impeccably dressed in a white 
linen suit . . . out of place here in 
the Bolivian jungles. He was wide 
and stout, with a pale aristocratic 
‘complexion and a fierce black mus- 
tache, He dabbed delicately at the 
perspiration on his face with a per- 
fumed handkerchief, 

“We know all about you, ‘Mr. 
West,” he said. “All those cards in 
your wallet. You should have got 
tid of them. Especially the one 
from the government-#ffice in La 
Paz authorizing you to investigate 
the tin mines.” 

a 



“Who are you?” I said. 
“My name is Don Carlo Rocas. 

My friends and I have our fingers 
in many pies, as you say in North 
America. Rubber plantations, dia~ 
monds, shipping. Since the expro- 
priation of the tin industry, my 
friends have arranged that I shall 
be in charge of this mine.” 

“You'll never get away with it, 
Rocas,” I said. 

“{ disagree, my yanqui_ friend, 
‘The stupid politicidns in La Paz 
know nothing about mining All 
they care about is that they kicked 
the foreigners out of Bolivia, It 
makes them feel patriotic. And so 
they do not care how I run the 
mine as long as it shows a profit.” 
He chuckled. “And I am showing 
a fine profit. Of course, my friends 
and I keep much much more of 
the profit than the new government 
suspects.” 

“and why do you use women 
to work the mines?” 
FAP 222 277 is mustache 

They are easier to_control. 
‘They eat less. They are peasant 
girls, used to hard work. And there 
are few young men in the district 
since the last uprising.” 

“They make better slaves, you 
‘mean. Like the caucheras on the 

We raced across the clearing and stormed the offi 

4 

rubber plantations. You're using 
them for slave labor.” 

He shrugged. “Yes, they are 
slaves. This is not North America. 
Now I am tired of talking with 
you. Your life is over, Mr. West.” 

Jorge looked eager. “We will 
take him into the jungle’ and crush 
his head with a rock. It will look 
like an accident.” 

Rocas’ pale face stared at me 
speculatively. “I have a more amus- 
ing idea. We will give him to our 
miners.” 

“What are you talikng about, 
Rocas?” I said. 

“Let me tell you a story, yan- 
qui,” he said, “About a month ago, 
‘a young peasant from the hills 
happened to peek through a crack 
in the boards covering one of the 
mine shafts, He saw a number of 
women working with picks and 
shovels, They were half-naked. The 
sight excited him. He pried the 
boards loose and called down to 
them.” 

I noticed that Jorge and Carlos 
were leaning forward, their faces 
alive with anticipation. “Go on,” I 
said. 

Rocas continued: “These are 
healthy, strong-blooded _ women. 

" They have the hot blood of the 
tropics. They had been without 

men for many months. When this 
ignorant peasant called down his 
offer to make love to them, they 
encouraged him. In fact, they beg~ 
ged him to climb down the shaft.” 

‘A crawling sensation began in 
my spine.“ What happened to the 
peasant?” 

N EVIL SMILE appeared on 
JX Rocas’ pale face. “Alas, the 
poor girls were impatient. They 
were stirred into a frenzy by the 
presence of a man, They fought 
over him, to see who would be 
first. They did not know what they 
were doing. The poor fellow was 
torn limb from limb, And none of 
the women was able to enjoy his 
virility.” 

T was horrified. “Such things 
don’t happen!” 

“Don't they?” Rocas was bored 
now, “Perhaps not. If the women 
are able to restrain themselves, you 
may have a pleasant hour or two 
down there, Iam a generous man. 
T don't begrudge you your fun. But 
afterward, we must shoot you.” 

Jorge and Carlos were grinning 
as they dragged me out of the of- 
fice and toward the mine shaft. 
‘They pried open a trap door. Be- 
low, I could see a kind of rudi- 
mentary dormitory, with burlap 
mattresses spread over a dirt floor. 
A half-dozen girls were there, 
‘squatting on their heels and eating 
bowls of beans and tacos. A couple 
more entered the chamber while 
I watched. Throwing down picks 
and crowbars, they stepped out of 
their dungarees and poured dippers 
of cool water over their sweating 
bodies. a 

“Muchachas!” Jorge yelled down 
‘the shaft. 

The women miners looked up 
the shaft. More of them. entered. 
There were at least a dozen of 
them down there. : 

“We have brought you, a pres- 
ent,” Jorge told them. 4A fine 
norteamericano, Have much jpleas- 
ure with him, little ones!” a4 

‘And they pushed me down the 
shaft 

T half slid, half fell twenty f¢ 
I landed on a burlap mattress 
stuffed with corn husks, Dazed, T 
lay there for a minute, recovering 
my senses. 

‘The fight began almost smmedi- 
ately. One of the girls lunged for 
me and half tore my shirt. Another 
fone grabbed her by the foot and 
dragged her off me 

They rolled over and over on the 
dirt floor like wildcats. One was 
wearing only dungarees, the other 
was entirely nude. They clawed, 
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bit and scratched, while the other 
‘women stood around watching. 

I watched them, appalled by 
their animal violence. If that vio- 
lence were unleashed against me, 
I knew, I would suffer the same 
fate as the unfortunate peasant— 
beaten to death within minutes. 

‘Somehow I had to satisfy all of 
them, play them off against each 
other, keep them happy. 

FIGHT WAS SHORT. One of 
the girls crawled into a corner, 

bidding from a dozen wounds, 
making pitiful moaning sounds. 
‘The victor stepped with a smile 
toward me, ribbons of blood ming- 
Jing with the sweat that ran down 
her sturdy arms and melon-like 
breasts, “He is mine, chicas,” she 
warned the others. 

I sat up quickly. “I belong to 
none of you, ninas,” I said. “T am 
‘a man, not a sack of corn husks to 
be thrown back and forth at will. 
You...” I pointed at the girl. 
4... step back and behave your- 
self.” 

‘The girl gave no sign of having 
understood. An expression of sex: 
ual ecstasy had transformed her 
broad, peasant face, and she step- 
ped toward me, quivering with de- 
sire and moaning strangely. 

“Restra niher,” I said in an au- 
thoritative tone. 

‘Four of the women closed in on 
‘the girl, seizing her arms. They 
dragged’ her, struggling, to a far 
corner and sat on her. 

‘They were all waiting for my 
next words. I had somehow man- 
‘aged to establish my authority over 
them. 

“Very good,” I said. “Now. 
muchachas, there is only one of 
me, 50 you will have to take turns. 
One of you tonight, and another 
tomorrow night, like a lottery...” 

They listened with their mouths 
hanging open while I talked on, as 
persuasively as I could. Finally 
‘one of them brought over a broom 
and they dutifully drew straws. 
‘The longest straw was drawn by a 
short, lively girl named Luisa. She 
had black hair down to her waist 
and white teeth that flashed in a 
brilliant smile when she realized 
she had won the lottery for the 
yanqui. 

I took her bare arm in a firm 
grip, and felt her tremble with 
anticipation. “Vaya con me, chi- 
quite,” I said, leading her out of 
the chamber, far down one of the 
passageways. I wanted to get as 
far away from the potentially ex- 
plosive situation of a dozen high- 
strung, 
46 

‘oversexed women who - 

might be triggered by Luisa’s cries 
of passion. 

Tt was a long walk down the 
‘tunnel, but the way was illuminat- 
ed by Luisa’s miner's cap. It was 
all she was wearing, 

LIVED UNDERGROUND for fifteen 
days and nights. Jorge and Car- 

los checked each morning to see if 
I was still alive. They seemed to 
think it was all a great joke. 

I was finding it less amusing. 
‘The women were fiercely demand- 
ing. Each one was determined to 
make the most of her night. I was 
haggard from lack of sleep, per- 
petually exhausted from my efforts. 
‘They coaxed me and fussed over 
me, sharing their beans and corn 
and sweet potatoes with me so 
that I would have enough to eat. 
But I felt that I was on top of a 
keg of dynamite, 

Tt exploded on the sixteenth 
morning. The half-breed woman I 
had seen the day I was captured 
had been getting more and more 
interested in me. Her name was 
Chaqua. She was hard as nails, and 
‘an expert shot with the rifle she 
always carried. Rocas had hired 
her to keep order down below in 
the shafts, where he didn't dare to 
send his men, Even the gunmen 
from La Paz were afraid of her. 

‘Chaqua was man-hungry too. 
She had been in the tin mine as 
Tong as the enslaved peasant girls, 
‘and though she managed to get 
above ground once a week to drink 
herself senseless and seduce which- 
ever one of the male guards would 
have her, she needed something 
more. And that something more 
was me. 

‘That morning, she stopped me 
‘as I was bringing one of the girl 
miners back to the dormitory 
chamber. 

“Come with me, yanqui,” she or- 
dered. 

‘The girl protested, “He is ours, 
Chaqua. Leave him alone.” 

For reply, Chaqua struck the 
girl a blow with the rifle butt that 
sent her sprawling. 

GRABEED THE WEAPON’s barrel 
and back-handed the woman. 

The rifle went off with a sharp: 
crack, and chips of rock went fly- 
ing. I wrenched the gun from her 
grasp and motioned her against 
the wall. 

“What is going on down there?” 
called a voice from above. It was 
Jorge, on his morning inspection. 
‘When he saw what was happening, 
he raised his rifle, But I was faster. 
I snapped a shot at him, and his 

body came tumbling down the 
mine shaft, to land almost at my 
feet. 

‘The girl miners came swarming 
‘out of the mouths of tunnels, buzz- 
ing excitedly. When they saw 
Jorge’s body, and saw that I was 
holding Chaqua at bay, they went 
wild. 

I was unable to prevent them 
from giving the half-breed woman 
fa severe beating. When they had 
left her, bruised and unconscious 
oh the floor, they were still out 
for blood. 

“Follow me!” I shouted. 
Luisa picked up Jorge's rifle. rhe 

rest took their iron crowbars and 
their pick-axes. 

‘As many of us as could fit 
crowded into the rickety mine ele- 
vator. We waited at the top while 
it went down for two more loads. 
‘Then I led the small army of half= 
clad mining girls to the building 
that housed the mine offices. They 
were brandishing their tools -and 
screaming like banshees. 

Carlos appeared at a window 
with a gun. Before I could take 
aim, Luisa raised her rifle and got 
him with the first shot. 

We raced across the clearing and 
stormed the office. The few men 
we found there were no match for 
the, frenzied women. They were 
slugged with crowbars, mauled and 
scratched . . . even bitten. Rocas 
had every stitch of clothing torn 
from his body, and while I watch- 
ed, one of the hefty peasant girls 
straddled him and beat him black 
and blue. 

‘They wanted to kill him, but I 
persuaded them not to. Instead, 
they tied him hand and foot and 
loaded him in the back of my jeep. 
It took me a week to get him to 
the officials in La Paz, over the 
jungle roads. I had my camera and 
film, and four of the girls came 
along to testify to the truth of my 
report. 

‘An aroused government wasted 
no time in cleaning up the mess. 
Operations similar to the one Rocas 
had set up were closed and new 
mine managers were appointed by 
the government. They even hired 
back some of the American en- 
gineers they had fired the year be- 
fore. Today, with the political situe 
ation continuing to be unstable, 
‘most of the tin mines are finding 
it difficult to run at a profit. Often, 
the operation of the mines is re- 
duced to pure chaos, But at least 
the miners are men, not enslaved 
peasant girls working like animals 
in the darkness of tunnels below 
the surface of the ground. 9 @ 
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but his pants down, and after the 
trial, Bonito was hanged and his 
crew imprisoned. Death eventually 
claimed all the crew except one 
man, He knew the location of the 
treasure’s burial vault, and that in- 
formation has come down through 
the years to us, now.” Pauline 
ground out her cigarette and 
paused. 

"You'll get the exact location 
when you land us on Cocos Is- 
land,” Carol said, winding up the 
pitch. 

‘That afternoon, I took my 
charter boat out of mothballs, load- 
ed the galley with grub, stowed 
fuel and gear aboard. All the time 
I'kept thinking about other futile 
expeditions I'd guided in the Carib- 
bean. This, too, could turn out to 
be a wild goose chase, but then, 
on the other hand, recalling the 
flock I was flying with, I'd enjoy 
very much being the gander, let 
along other rewards, 

T let the girls bed down for the 
night in my office, reminding them 
that we shoved off at sunrise. I'd 
sleep aboard the ship. I checked 
my navigational charts, double- 
checked to see everything was 
shipshape, then went below to turn 
in. I'd no sooner hit the sack than 
the murky darkness began to take 
on the face of one of the girls. She 
was so real, I could almost touch 

her. I sat up, reached out, and in- 
stead of piercing the mist, my hand 
felt the soft warmth of Carol's 
body, ran down the length of her 
feline figure. I heard her gasp, and 
she was upon me, pushing me 
back, her lips scorching mine, her 
breasts swelling hard against my 
chest. At the last moment, as she 
surged over me like a warm wave, 
T thought if this was a dream, I 
hoped Td never awake 

BROKE THROUGH THE barrier 
with Carol that night and fol- 

owed in quick succession with the 
others in due time. We weighed 
anchor as dawn tinted the horizon, 
and some time after noon chow, 
with the girls sunbathing and doz- 
ing on the deck, I let Pauline han- 
dle the helm while I went to my 
quarters to inspect my waterscope 
and aqua-lungs, I never got around 
to finishing the job because Flor- 
ence arrived to help me. Whether 
it was accidental or deliberate, I 
never knew, but her bikini top sud- 
denly became untied. My hermit’s 
existence back on Goose Island 
had left _me with a hunger not 
easily appeased. And Florence had 
the stuff for a six-course meal 

Back on deck, later, I retrieved 
the wheel from Pauline. She gave 
me @ hostile, knowing look, as if 
she knew of my intimacy with her 
chums. Did she envy them? All 

Modern Costa Rica attracts more and more people to its 
shores. Some come to live in its fast growing ci others 
come in search of the fabulous treasures buried in its 
coastal waters. 

she had to do was ask because my 
policy was always one to satisfy 
my customers. Of all the girls, she 
was the most striking, with her 
superbly proportioned five foot six 
frame; topped by an exquisite face 
crowned with coils of copper-col- 
ored hair; that curved down to a 
tantalizing torso and long, tapering 
thighs. Still, there was something 
aloof about her that warned me 
not to make the first move. 
By the time we reached Costa 

Rica, where I was to make all ar- 
rangements and pick up a naval 
escort, a plan had developed in 
my mind. I'd gone far enough out 
on a limb, finaneing this junket. 
Why post a bond and pay for an 
escort when I had merchandise to 
trade? It was easier than I thought. 
Marcia and Barbara instantly 
agreed to cooperate, and I sent 
them on their mission, each forti- 
fied with a bottle of gin under her 
arm. By the time I returned to the 
naval office for my clearance pa- 
pers, the enemy had been met and 
been vanquished, 

Without any loss of time, we 
pulled up anchor, swung south to- 
wards the Panama Canal. A glassy 
sea enabled us to make good time, 
and the girls’ silence indicated 
their mounting tension as we pull- 
ed closer to the buried bullion. 
Finaly, I yelled, “Land ho!” as the 
brown mound loomed on the hori- 
zon. Cocos Island is some 13 miles 
wide, carved with deep ravines 
among the rocks and mountains, 
overgrown with palm trees and 
heavy jungle growth, It was dank 
and damp from months of torren- 
tial rain, and a study of the terrain 
indicated that we'd have a devil 
of a time finding the exact area 
Carol knew because landslides and 
volcanic eruptions frequently 
changed the topography. The 
roughest part of the job was to be- 
gin now, and the only thing the 
girls could contribute besides pin- 
pointing the site was to entertain 
me at the end of each day. As 
delightful as the prospect seemed 
to be, I hoped they wouldn't make 
any demands because I needed ali 
the strength for the work cut out 
ahead. 

UT ON THAT scoRE, I didn't 
have to worry much. Soon 

after supper, Florence was laid 
low in her bunk with a case of 
ptomaine poisoning, which I could 
not understand because we'd all 
eaten the same food. The next 
morning, Marcia snagged her foot 
in a coil of rope while washing 



down the deck, bruising her leg 
severely as she fell, and leaving 
her limping. But right after break- 
fast, I decided to get down to the 
business at hand, and I put it 
squarely to Carol. 

“Okay, I've brought you to Co- 
Cos Island. We'll make our base 
here on the boat. Now, let’s have 
the specific information about the 
spot where the loot’s supposed to 
be” I pushed the flatware and 
dishes aside, and began to pencil- 
sketch a map on the tablecloth 
while she talked, 

“We go to the northwest side, 
follow the coastline to a tiny bay, 
where we'll find a stream running 
inland. We take 70 paces west by 
south until we reach a space be- 
tween some hills. Turn north to 
face a tremendous, smooth-faced 
boulder. About twelve feet up 
from the ground, a rock fits into 
a large hole. Remove that rock 
and help yourself to Bonito's 
boodle, worth 11 million clam 

“Okay, let's cut out,” I said. But 
before we took off, another invalid 
was added to our casualty list. A 
machete sliced Rita’s hand while 
she and Pauline were fetching 
some gear from the hold. The only 
stalwarts left were Pauline, Carol 
and Barbara, which frankly didn't 
bother me because I'd have less 
tenderfeet to help through the 
thick jungle entanglements, “Stick 
with me, ladies,” I quipped to them 
as we started out, “and you'll be 
wearing diamonds!” 

Ber ve Perr er very tar. 
We'd battered and hacked 

‘our way through gnarled under- 
growth for about a half mile when 
T heard a sudden scream spiral 
behind me and spun around to 
see Barbara lose her footing and 
tumble downhill, I scrambled 
down after her, grabbed one of 
her flailing arms until we both 
shuddered to a stop. She was pale 
with fright, but more important 
the excruciating pain in her right 
foot indicated that it was broken. 
“I must've misjudged my step,” 
she apologized, There was noth- 
ing to do but shoulder her like a 
sack of wheat and trudge back to 
the boat. 

And then a seed of suspicion 
began to sprout in my brain. Did 
she fall, or was she pushed? It 
seemed so coincidental that four 
girls should be out of action just 
a5 we were on the brink of grasp- 
ing our prize, And who was re- 
sponsible of the two survivors, 
Carol or Pauline? And why, in 
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heaven's name, when the loot was 
to be shared? Shared? No, the 
culprit may have been trying to 
put them permanently out of ac- 
tion! In my lifetime, I'd faced ev- 
ery kind of underwater danger, 
and a few on land, too, but now 
for the firs time I felt the clam- 
my hand of fear run an icy finger 
down my spine. 

“Let's knock off and rest,” I said, 
when we returned to the boat. 
“We're over-anxious, and not be- 
ing very cautious. We'll make a 
fresh start at the crack of dawn.” 
But I knew I said that only to 
calm myself. 

‘TOURED THE SICK BAY, visiting 
each girl in her bunk, while 

that seed took firm root. If it were 
not for the fact that I was the 
‘only one able to navigate them 
back to the mainland, I'd prob- 
ably been disposed of, too, When 
I stepped back on deck, “Pauline 
was waiting for me. She threw her 
arms around my fieck in a sav- 
age stranglehold and kissed me 
like no other gal ever had. “It can 
be you and me, Pete,” she whis- 
pered breathlessly. “We can div 
vide the gold between us! We 
don’t need the others!” 

So it was Paulinel Those un- 
fortunate incidents hadn't been 
accidents but been deliberately 
plotted by her! How would it end 
—in their deaths? A sudden, sick- 
ening thought stabbed my mind. 
“Where’s Carol?” I snapped. 

She backed away, arching a sin- 
ister eyebrow. “She said it was so 
warm, I suggested she take a swim. 
She decided to do a little diving 
instead.” 

‘My eyes widened with horror. 
“Good grief! There are sharks and 
barracuda in these waters!” And 
then as an afterthought: “What 
did she wear—anything bright?” 

“Just her black bikini.” 
T tore down to my quarters, 

slipped into a pair of trunks and 
a bright yellow T-shirt because 
’ouda and sharks are frightened 
off by bright colors. I strapped on 
my aqua-lung harness as my bare 
feet slapped across the deck, and 
tumbled backwards into the drink. 
T spotted her pink, undulating fig- 
ure cleaving the bottom, swam 
over to glance at the air gauge 
of her tank. My suspicions were 
confirmed. Pauline had given her 
an almost empty-ait tank, and at 
that depth Carol couldn't surface 
swiftly without horrible conse- 
quences. I jerked a thumb upward, 
indicating that she should surface 

with me, As we rose through the 
blue, erystal waters, I removed my 
mouthpiece to feed her air. Every- 
thing was going great as we con- 
tinued to alternate the use of the 
mouthpiece, until I spotted what 
Td been dreading all along—a 
dorsal fin cutting out behind some 
coral. 

HE SLEEK, GRAY-WHITE BODY of 
‘a 16-foot Mako shark slid omi- 

nously towards us. Ordinarily, my 
yellow T-shirt would have made 
him shy away, but Carol’s pink- 
tinted body was a delectable mor- 
sel. He made a pass, almost 
touching us, his gill slits opening 
and closing, his beady eyes glanc- 
ing at his supper. Carol's eyes 
brimmed with terror. The shark 
circled several times, closing in 
steadily, flicking his tail, stinging 
us, in a preface to the murderous 
mauling, ripping, bleeding and 
bone-stattering climax that was 
shortly’ to come. The water was 
warm, but Carol shivered with cold 
in my grasp. 

Abruptly, a strange yet familiar 
sound shot down through the 
water. BAROOM . . . BAROOM 

. BAROOM! Somebody had 
started the motor, suddenly. stop- 
ped it, then tuned it on again to 
seize ‘the shark’s attention, or 
frighten it off. As the sleek killer 
nosed up towards the throbbing 
engine, I jammed my mouthpiece 
between Carol’s lips and’lunged 
fiercely towards the surface. Pau- 
line was waiting anxiously for us. 
She dropped the waterscope she 
had used to spot our danger be- 
low, and helped Carol up over the 
rail. As I climbed aboard, I had 
my last glance of that menacing 
dorsal fin slicing about the water 
as the frustrated sea-beast search- 
ed for us. 

EAR AND FATIGUE caused Carol 
to collapse on the deck. Breath- 

ing hard, I stared down at the 
beautiful, almost nude body, her 
Jong braids crossing her luscious 
breasts, the small mound of her 
stomach, the firm thighs, and the 
full impact of our close brush with 
death hit me hard. What a tragic 
loss it would've been! No shark 
could have gorged himself on a 
finer delicacy! 

Pauline was contrite, She began 
to stammer an apology, realized 
“the futility of it, and quit. “I'l take 
“tare of each of those girls until 
‘they're okay, I promise you, Pete. 
If I knew it'd help, I'd gladly cut 



my_own throat!” 
Carol sat up. “You did, Pauline, 

‘And when we get back to the 
mainland tomorrow,” she said, 
“T'm going to press charges against 
you for attempted murder!” 

But a distant rumble told me 
that there'd be no tomorrow on 
Cocos Island, or anywhere for that 
matter if we didn’t clear out, and 
fast. A volcanic eruption was 
readying to wrench loose deep 
within the earth, And anchored in 
that inlet we'd be sitting ducks 
for a death by molten lava and 
spewing rocks. 

*Paulinel Rev up the engine!” 
J barked, “while I weigh anchor!” 

SUDDENLY THE WHOLE ISLAND 
trembled, followed by a thun- 

derclap. I whipped over to the 
wheel and semi-circled the craft 
‘out of danger. A powerful, deaf- 
ening explosion ripped the air, 
even made the ship tremble at 
that distance. As we looked back, 
a plume of flame shot skyward, 
followed by a shower of stones 
and debris. It almost sounded like 
the end of the world—our imme- 
diate world, because we all knew 
that Bonito’s treasure wouldn't be 
‘ours on this trip. Sure, I'd come 
back some time, but the girls had 
enough of treasure hunting. At the 
moment all of them were eager 
to get back to the civilization they 
knew: the honky-tonk of show 
biz, black lace lingerie, Saturday 
night Scotch and stifts. 

Instead of piloting back through 
the Canal to Goose Island, I drop- 
ped them off at Managua, in Nic- 
faragua, where I made arrange- 
ments with the captain of an old 
tramp steamer that was headed 
for Galveston, Texas, to take them 
aboard, As we separated, the girls 
promised to come back and pick 
me up on Goose Island, 

But that was two years ago, 
and Tm sure by now that they'll 
never revive that kookie idea. But 
T still remember Carol’s directions 
to the location of the treasure— 

uy in my business can memo- 
‘@ route by hearing it only 

‘once. Maybe next year I'll go after 
that treasure, but this year I'm 
going after that eight-pointed 
buck. And, in the meantime, if you 
want to take a crack at snaring 
Bonito's $11,000,999, it’s still there 
waiting for you, along with the 
fegulations and naval escort of 
Costa Rica, the always-threatening 
volcanos and the armada of homi- 
cidal sharks and barracuda. @@ 

was painfully slow and sure death 
on both tanks and infantymen, 
German as well as American. 

Two squads of Baker Company 
arrived in St. Belvedere just be- 
fore dusk. We were armed with 
rifles and. grenades and nothing 
else. The loca! French population 
gave us a big welcome and want- 
ed to know when we were com- 
ing back. We told them we were 
not, We were staying right there. 
We were going to dig in and set 
up a roadblock, We were going 
to stop any German tanks that 
tried to come down the road. 

An old Frenchman took one 
look at us and our weapons and 
moaned: “Crest pas assez,” he said 
in his idiomatic French. “It is not 
enough. I just come from Argine. 
‘The Germans just came there with 
three big tanks, They are getting 
ready to come down the road after 
dark. They will grind you up like 
oatmeal. Have you no antictank 
guns?” 

ME OLD FRENCHMAN had put 
his finger on our big headache. 

We looked at each other and 
sweated. We knew that we des- 
perately needed anti-tank weap- 
ons. Our third squad, which had 
the bazookas and the bazooka 
rounds, had got separated from 
the company and lost itself some- 
where on the Cotentin peninsula. 
Without them we were sitting 
ducks against a tank attack 

We could only hope for the best. 
ur one chance of holding the 
Germans was that they would hold 
off their attack that night and 
wait at least until dawn or later. 
By then we might be able to get 
some anti-tank weapons up and 
make a fight of it. 

“Let me send a messenger back 
now, lieutenant,” I said. “Maybe 
he can get some action back at 
regiment.” 

WEAPONS OF ST, BELVED! 
“AN right” Lt Harris said. 

“What we desperately need is 
time. I'l try anything. Anything.” 

The Frenchman listened to ev- 
ery word of our exchange. One of 
them who spoke English interpret- 
ed for the rest. So they knew we 
needed time before the German 
tank attack to get anti-tank weap- 
ons. 

‘There were four gooa-looking 
French girls whe had been stand- 
ing at the edge of the crowd of 
townspeople. Now one of them 
stepped forward and got every- 
body's attention, including ours. 
She was a big beautiful redhead 
in a sweater that hid none of her 
sensual shape, Her body alone, if 
used in the right place, could bring 
the war to a dead halt. No GL, 
no matter what uniform he wore, 
would be able to take his eyes 
away from her for more than a 
second, 

“We are from the next town,” 
she said in a silky voice, including 
her three girl friends with a wave 
of her hand. “From Argine. We 
will go back there. We will hold 
the Germans there for you for as 
Jong as you need.” 

‘The crowd of Frenchmen in the 
town square started to hoot at the 
girls. One of them buttonholed Lt. 
Harris and me. “They are poules,” 
he said. “Ladies of the night. Pros- 
titutes. What can they do to hold 
the Germans back, to keep them 
from attacking with their tanks?” 

‘The redheaded girl, whose name 
we later learned was Marie Del- 
mot, drew herself up haughtily. 
“We have a secret weapon,” she 
said firmly, “that will hold up the 
German tank crews long enough 
for the Americans to get their anti- 
tank weapons here.” The three 
girls with her nodded their agree- 
ment. The curiosity of everybody 
had been aroused by this an- 
nouncement. What was it these 
girls thought they could do? 

a1 
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Red haired Marie Delmot threw 
her head back proudly. Her hands 
went to her sweater and she pull- 
ed it tight around her. She wore 
no bra underneath the sweater, 
and even though the light of day 
was fading we could see the beau- 
tifully shaped, firm, and upright 
breasts she now cupped in her 
hands. There was a gasp of ad- 
miration from every man present. 
All were rooted to the spot. 

“These are our secret weapons,” 
Marie Delmot said proudly, look- 
ing down at her breasts. “We are 
all thus equipped. These will hold 
the German tanks back and give 
you the time you need to get your 
anti-tank weapons.” 
‘Marie turned to her compan- 

ions. “Aux armes .. . pour la gloire 
de la patrie,” she said to them. 
“To arms ... for the glory of our 
country.” Then she linked arms 
with her girl friends and they 
‘marched down the road towards 
the edge of town and headed into 
the distance towards the town of 
‘Argine where the unsuspecting 
Germans waited. 

“For the only time in this war,” 
one of the Gl’s in my squad said, 
“{ wish I was a Kraut . . . waiting 
in Argine...” 

But there was no time to waste 
in idle thought, We got to work 
immediately. We dispersed our 
two squads in the cellars of the 
houses along the road to give them 
‘@ converging field of fire on the 
road junction with their rifles. The 
men piled up grenades at each 
window, And we put two men 
twenty yards from the road junc- 
tion and told them to dig in. When 
and if the Kraut tanks hit them 
they were to fire back and then 
fall back on the town to join the 
rest of us. 

But while I was working, I 
couldn't help wondering just what 
it was the girls intended to do. 
Hit the Germans over their head 
with those magnificent secret 
weapons or what? Whatever it 
was, our prayers were with those 
girls, and with the messenger we 
had sent back to regiment.to ask 
for anti-tank weapons. 

Marie Delmot and her three 
friends went down the road to- 
wards Argine. As darkness fell, 
they reached the outskirts of the 
town where Marie Delmot stopped 
briefly in the bushes at the side 
of the road. With a few swift mo- 
tions of her hands on her dress 
‘and sweater, she prepared herself 
for action. 

IN YARDS INSIDE ARGINE, the 
four French girls were order- 

ed to halt by the guards of the 
German road block. They could 
hear the three German tanks with 
their motors running, 

“What are you doing out at 
night so late?” one of the Germans 
asked. 

“We were looking for a little 
party,” Marie Delmot said. “We 
have'a little wine and a record 
player. We thought maybe we 
could have a little fun.” 

Just then’ one of the German 
tanks turned on its one-eyed 
searchlight, Its powerful beam fell 
‘on Marie. She let her coat fall 
‘open. She had nothing on under- 
neath, and her nude body seemed 
to glow, a candle flame to the 
male moths around her in green 
German uniforms. The Germans 
gasped. One of them had trouble 
breathing as he stared in awe at 
Marie’s magnificent beauty. 

‘Another one of the Germans 
suddenly opened his mouth as 
wide as he could and yelled at 
the top of his voice. “Hans!” he 
cried. “Paul! Come here! 

“But we are getting everything 
ready for the attack later.” 

“We'll be ready in plenty of 
time. Even if we're a little late, 
Hitler’s Greater German Empire 
can wait a while. When will some- 
thing like this come our way 
again?” 

‘The word of the presence of 
the girls, at least one of whom 
was completely nude under her 
coat, spread like wildfire among 
the German troops in the town. 
Within minutes a crowd of Ger- 
man soldiers milled in delirium 
around Marie Delmot and her 
friends. 

“Come,” Marie said. “All of you. 
Come over to our place. We have 
a large apartment.” 

‘The entire German garrison 
trooped after the four girls and 
crammed themselves in their 
apartmegt. Somebody turned on 
the record player. The wine flow- 
ed and soon the tipsy German 
soldiers were waltzing Marie and 
her friends eround the room. 

“Ach,” one of the German sol- 
diers said in the middle of a dance, 
“why you not be like her?” He 
pointed at Marie who was danc- 
ing in the nude. Then he: reached 
forward and systematically and 
methodically stripped the dress off 
his dancing partner, throwing each 
piece of her clothing at the ceil- 
ing as he tore it off her. And final- 
ly she stood completely naked, 
and the German soldier took her 
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in his arms and waltzed her 
around the room. 

In no time, the other two girls 
had also been stripped of their 
clothes. They whirled about the 
room, passed from the arms of one 
German soldier to the next. 

S TIME PASSED, the powerful 
French wine took its toll. The 

Germans became tipsy, and no 
Ionger wanted to let the girls out 
of their arms, And when that mo- 
ment in the evening's festivities 
‘came, Marie and her friends slip- 
ped out of the arms of their danc- 
ing partners and each slipped into 
‘a Separate room at the rear of the 
flat. In a few minutes there were 
four separate lines of German sol- 
diers queued up before each door. 
Each man anxiously waited his 
turn, desperately afraid: that fate 
would rob him of the chance to 
lie in the obviously passionate 
arms of one of the beautiful 
French girls. 

Just before dawn an old French- 
man was seen to leave the house 
where Marie Delmot and her 
three friends were giving their 
party for the German troops. The 
old Frenchman moved furtively, 
sticking to the shadows, running 
as fast and as quietly as he could. 
He actually reacned the edge of 
town when a German sentry, on 
his way to the party, picked him 
up on the edge of town, headed 
in the general direction of St 
Belvedere. 

“Where are you going?” 
‘The Frenchman was questioned 

and searched. After a severe beat- 
ing he broke down and surrender- 
ed to the Germans the note he had 
been hiding in his shoe. The Ger- 
man sentry took the note to the 
Nazi lieutenant in command of the 
three tanks in Argine and he read 
the note with amazement and 
growing anger. The note had ob- 
viously originated with one of the 
four French girls who were giving 
the party for the Germans that 
night—in the arms of one of which 
the German lieutenant had_been 
rapturously enfolded just fifteen 
minutes before. 

‘The note read: “We cannot hold 
the Germans any longer. At most 
‘an hour. Whether the Americans 
have gotten their anti-tank weap- 
ons or not. If not, tell them they 
had best pull out before dawn.” 

\HE GERMANS WERE INFURIATED 
when they realized they had 

been betrayed and tricked. The 
Nazi tank lieutenant led @ party 
of heavily armed troops to Marie 

Delmot's avartment. He swore all 
the while. “We must hit the Amer- 
icans immediately. It is our chance 
to strike hard before their rei 
forcements arrive. And even if 
they now have ‘their anti-tank 
weapons, we will be ready for 
them.” 

‘The Nazi troopers tore into 
Marie Delmot’s apartment. They 
ripped the girls out of the arms 
of the stupefied soldiers they were 
with, The Nazi lieutenant scream- 
ed at them. “If you tarts want to 
play at soldier,” he shouted, “then 
you will have your chance! Take 
them outside! If you have gotten 
us into trouble with your tréack- 
ery, then you will now get us out 
of that trouble!” 

The naked girls were dragged 
out into the street just as the sun 
came up. At the order of the Nazi 
lieutenant the four French girls 
were tied with heavy rope to the 
sides of the Mark IV tanks in 
exposed positions. “If the Amer- 
icans dare to fire,” the Nazi liew 
tenant said grimly, “they will ki 
first the girls who befriended them, 
who risked their lives and gave 
theit bodies to help them.” The 
Nazi smiled maliciously. “I am 
sure the Americans would not do 
that.” 

With a great roar of their mo- 
tors, the three Mark IV tanks 
moved out of the town square of 
Argine and headed down the road 
in the direction of St. Belvedere. 

And at St. Belvedere, the three 
squads of the second platoon of 
Baker Company waited. During 
the night the missing third squad 
had joined us. We were armed 
with bazookas and rockets, all 
lined up and ready to go. 

‘And then the German tanks ap- 
peared out of the mist that lay 
heavy on'the Argine-St, Belvedere 
road, I lined up my bazooka sights 
on the first tank and prepared to 
blast it off the face of the earth. 
Just when I was about to squeeze 
the trigger, Lt. Harris, who had 
his field glasses trained on the 
lead tank, suddenly screamed. 
“Don’t shoot!” he cried. “Put the 
bazooka down. They've got the 
French girls tied on the outside 
of their tanks. If you hit one of 
the tanks, you'll kill the girls!” 

rE GERMAN TANKS lumbered 
forward. Bitterly we had to 

watch and let them come on. They 
pumped shell after shell into St. 
Belvedere. And then the tanks 
were in the town. I saw the hatch 
cover of the last tank raise and 
a black helmeted Nazi, grinning 
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| zers with our secret weapons!” 

evilly, poke his head out and sur4 
vey the damage he was doing. I 
drew a bead on his head with my] 
Garand. 

‘And then I lowered my rifle 
‘That open hatchway cover was 
our chance to destroy the Ger 
man tanks without hurting the 
French girls. I loaded my pockets 
with grenades, left the cellar andj 
ran up to the second floor of the} 
house. 

Just as the end tank passed be- 
low the window where I was wait: 
ing, I jumped. I landed on the 
back half of the tank. Then T 
put a bullet through the Nazis 
head, pushed him down inside the 
tank, and dropped a grenade in| 
after him. There was @ shattering: 
explosion inside the tank. As the 
tank ground to a halt, began to 
smoke, and burst into flame, I cut 
the ropes with my trench’ knife, 
and the French girl slid to the 
ground. She half-stumbled into the 
waiting arms of the Gs in the 
doorway of one of the houses that 
lined the street. 

I went after the second tank 
in line from its blind rear side, 
Other G.I’s in the platoon saw 
what I was doing. They ran to up- 
stairs windows and leaped out on 
top of the two tanks. They ram- 
med their rifles into the tank peep~ 
holes before the Germans could 
get them shut, and blasted away. 
Soon the tank’ hatches opened up, 
and we slammed home grenades 
Again, before the tanks blew, we 
cut the French girls free and half 
carried them into a house. 

| "Jie TANK BATTLE was over in 
‘a few minutes. I ran into one 

of the houses where the four 
French girls were clustered. We 
poured hot coffee into them and 
rushed GJ. blankets, shirts, and 
trousers to them. 

‘The girls looked at each other, 
‘They let the blankets drop to the 
floor and stood up, naked as the 
day they were born, and looked 
at us. They waved the G.I. clothes 
aside, The big beautiful redhead 
swung a canteen cup of coffee 
regally around her head. 

“We don't need the clothes!” 
she cried. “Let's have a party to 

| celebrate our stopping the pan- 

“Yes, let's have a party!” Marie 
Delmot screamed triumphantly. 

It was a brawl of a party. For 
us the war stopped for twenty- 
four wonderful, delicious hours in 
the small French town of St. 
Belvedere. eo 
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SELLING SEX IN MOD SHOPS 

draw multitudes of upper-middle- 
class young women from all over 
a city, and on a street of “head” 
shops and record stores and cof- 
fee shops, it is not uncommon to 
see expensive sports cars double- 
parked outside a way-out bou- 
tique. ‘There are also many shops 
on such staid streets as Madison 
Avenue. 

Most of the mod shops are sin- 
gly owned, but the greatest suc- 
cess has been the Paraphernalia 
chain started some three years 
ago by an Englishman named Paul 
‘Young, who is in his late thirties. 
Originally connected with Puritan 
Fashions, the Paraphernalia op- 
eration now has more than 50 
franchises across the United States, 
and in such places as Mexico City 
and Paris. 

‘The Paraphernalia stores are 
the best-known in the mod-clothes 
field, but a tour of other further- 
out mod-shops and boutiques in 
New York, San Francisco and Los 
Angeles and talks with the girls 
‘who work in the shops, show just 
how far the sexual revolution in 
clothes has affected man well- 
dressed, semmingly “decent” men. 
Most of the shops are straight, 

legitimate businesses, though even 
in these some of the girls are game 
for a man’s sexual come-on, if 
the manis fairly straight. And some 
of the girls in the shops make little 
effort to hide the fact they’ reselling 
a lot more sex than just which 
shows beneath their briefcostumes. 
“What can you do?” asked the 

19-year-old manageress of a Mad- 
ison Avenue boutique which sells 
only black-and white micro-outtits 
and bras and_bikini-panties. 

rom page 19) 

“Guys read about the sexual rev- 
olution, read about all the wild 
sex going on with today’s teen- 
agers, Then here we are, right 
in a proper store, customers and 
salesgirls usually’ half-dressed, 
with our little thighs and our litle 
rear-ends sticking out. It freaks 
guys out, I don’t really mind a 
guy making a pass at a girl. 
‘That's up to her. But baby I 
get spooked out by the freaks.” 

‘And Karen’s green eyes nar- 
rowed as she told of one recent 
“freak” who had visited her store. 
“He was a well-dressed man in 
his thirties,” she said. “I asked if 
T could help him, and he said he 
wanted a dress for his wife's birth- 
day. I got her size, and showed 
him the right racks for that size, 
and he said he'd like to browse. 
‘That was all right, because the 
trouble-makers usually want the 
girls: to model. I forgot him, be 
cause we were busy. Then I re 
membered him a few minutes lat- 

She shook her head. “And guess 
where I found him? He had 
sneaked back to the dressing 
rooms, and in an empty room he 
had stripped naked and was sit 
ting, waiting, in all his aroused 
manhood. 
Karen said the man wasn’t par- 

ticularly embarrassed at being 
caught and left quickly and 
quietly. She added that men often 
specify they want to purchase the 
particular skirt or dress that has 
just been modeled. 

“Td estimate fully half of the 
men shopping alone are buying 
clothes to get sexual kicks, one 
way or another,” Karen said. 

‘The mod shops don’tdraw many 

"That's the third one he’s had to run out of town this week!’ 
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regular “dirty old men” types, 
according to the girls who work 
in the shops. One reason is that 
the stores are damned expensive. 

‘A man shopping for a few kicks 
couldn't get out for less than $25 
or $30, and if he wanted to get 
his kicks from the popular leather 
skirts, dresses, and boots, hecould 
easily spend a hundred dollars. 

“There's nothing cheap about 
our kind of stores,” according to 
a 20-year-old-salesgirl in a mod 
shop on Los Angeles’ Sunset Strip. 
“The management discourages 
dating the male customers, but 
some of the girls do. Actually, 
T’ve gone out with men three times 
and only once did the guy really 
want to make love. The other 
times, he just wanted me to model 
the clothes he’d already paid a 
fortune for in the store. I said, 
“Sure, baby.’” 
Mary said. for one man, she 

stripped naked, then slowly peel- 
ed on a pair of psychedelic bikini- 
panties of oranges and purples, 
very slowly put on astriped psych- 
edelic bra, then took five minutes 
to work her way into the tiniest 
possible micro-skirt of wavy or- 
ange and purple stripes anyone 
could imagine. 
<The other guy was a leather 
freak,” she said smiling. “He 
must have spent over $300 in the 
store, and he had me model three 
pairs of hip-length black leather- 
boots, with just a soft, leather 
micro-skirt_on—nothing ‘else, no 
panties or bra or blouse, and he 
had me prance around and raise 
and lower the skirt. Of course, 
T cost him another $75. Like I 
said, nothing about our kind of 
stores is cheap. Sex blows my mind 
baby. It’s what’s happening now, 
and you can’t tell me most chicks 
who walk around in mod, micro- 
outfits aren+t a litfle freaked out 
on sex. The men sense this, and 
they’re often right.” 

‘To visit a typical mod dress 
shop is to entera slamming, psych- 
edelic world of swirling’ lights, 
backed by a stereo blasting the 
latest Beatles, Rolling Stones or 
Jimi Hendrix music. 

In a shop in San Francisco’s 
Haight-Ashbury district, for in- 
stance, the walls are covered with 
dozens of small mirrors, and pur- 
ple and pink lights flash off and 
on, creating a dizzying, dazzling 
effect that is reflected’ in each 
mirror. 

‘The purple and pink lights bathe 
the rows of glittering, brilliantly- 
colored clothes, and on on spring 
afternoon recently were flashing 
off the latest import from Eng- 

land—micro-skirts of shimmering 
silver that had tiny silver bells 
for buttons all the way down, 
and silver bells all around the 
hem. 
“We've sold half a dozen of the 

bell skirts to. men just today,” 
according to the 18-year-old girl 
who runs the store. She said one 
short, grey-haired man, muttered: 
“Jesus, I saw one of those things 
on a girl on television last night, 
and the bells rang when she wal- 
ked, and I kept telling myself 
those bells were higher than pan- 
ties girls used to wear.” 

‘Tina said her store hasn’t had 
many incidents, though she had 
to let one girl go, because she was 
to overt in modeling leather micro- 
skirts. 

“It’s our own fault, really,” she 
said. “To pull people in off the 
streets, we had the girl, Paula, 
who was really built and looked 
three years younger than her 18 
years, do way-out dances in the 
window, in our leather micro-out- 
fits. Well, she brought in cust- 
comers, baby, mostly men, and 
Paula’ was trying to get_money 
to make the scene in Tangier. 
She saw a good thing right away, 
fa chance to sell the most expen- 
sive things in the shop, the lea- 
ther goods, and get the most in 
commissions. She deliberately left 
the dressing room door open when 
changing, and left the buttons 
unfastened, and right there in the 
store, she would pull up the skirt, 
and Jesus it was already short.” 

‘Tina said Paula was also uncool 
about smoking marijuana in the 
storeroom, or sometimes, right in 
the dressing room. 

T's not uncommon for the smell 
of marijuana to permeate the 
flashing-light, music-slamming 
rock atmosphere of the modshops, 
and the strong smell around the 
dressing room indicates the cus- 
tomers as well as the salesgirls 
consider marijuana, like open sex, 
a natural thing. 
“These shops are our own world, 

baby,” according to a pixie-faced 
teeny’ bopper who was shopping 
in a small, downstairs boutique 
on West Fourth Street in Green- 
wich Village. “Sure, we smoke 
here, and dig our music. And our 
own kind of clothes. If anything, 
I hope the skirts get shorter. If 
it were popular, I swear I’d wear 
a skirt up to my damn navel. T 
like sex up front, no matter what. 
T've seen these older guys cree 
ping around, and what's awful 
is that they're guilt” ridden and 
have to hide their interest in sex. 
‘That’s what makes it sick.”” 
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One aspect of this clothing re- 
volution that obviously appeals 
to men and makes some of them 
“freaks” is the fact that the girls 
are so incredibly young, and at- 
tractive and have a fresh, girl 
next-door appeal. Sexy clothes 
may not be entirely the province 
of the young generation, but never 
has such blatant sexual dressing 
been combined with such youth 
and freshness of appeal. 

“I think it’s the youth and girl- 
next-door touch with the whole 
leather bit that wigs men out, at 
least in our shop,”said a young 
blonde who works in an expensive 
shop in San Francisco, which spec- 
ializes in leather garments and in 
boots. I mean, I've heard about 
leather and the fetish thing with 
men.” 

Louise stood among racks of 
short, softleather skirts, in brown 
and black. She was stunning that 
spring day in hip-length black 
boots that came just a couple 
of inches below her black leather 
skirt. 
“Most girls, I'll admit, dig sex 

and they’re obviously aware what 
micro-fashions do to men,” she 
said slowly. “But I honestly don’t 
think they wear the leather out- 
fits because of the sado masochism. 
connotations. They wear them just 
because they’re ‘in’ and they're 
groovy. It could just as easily 
be mini-burlap dresses or boots 
made from plastic or even paper.” 

‘The leather fad has swept the 
mod world, andthough many girls 
ike Louise think of leather in- 
nocently and only as “in”, other 
girls obviously know what leather 
means to some men. 
And perhaps some of the rea- 

lity of the fashion world’s em- 
phasis on sexand-clothes was 
shown by an incident a couple 
of years ago, when leather first 
caught on in the mod shops. 

One of the largest of the mod 
chains ran a full page ad in a 
national magazine advertising its 
“Story of 0” dress. It pictured 
a lovely young girl with her 
hands bound together with leather 
thongs, and a pleading look on 
her face. 

‘The ad was later withdrawn, but 
its depiction of heroine from a 
book that dealt with the total 
subjugation of a woman by her 
lover, was something of an ad- 
mission that the people upstairs 
in the fashion world really know 
where it’s all at, and wouldn't 
be to surprised at the rash of 
“sexual incidents” in the mod 
shops. a 
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Does Noashak ever come into 
the trading post alone? I asked 

| Big Charlie. 
No, Charlie told me, She and 

her husband, Umlak, usually come 
in together for one of the dances. 
Why do you ask? 

Just interested, that’s all, I told 
him, 

Big Charlie thought that over 
for a minute, You don’t fool 
around with these Eskimo wom- 
en, he said, unless their husbands 
are around, They are friendly 
with them, They lend them out 
to other men, They consider it a 
great honor if another man sleeps 
with their wife. They do not think 
that she will wear out. They say 
it makes her cheeks rosy and 
makes her feel good. The only ob- 
jection the husbands make is if 
their permission is not asked, 

But I didn’t care what Big 
Charlie was saying, Red Macon 
wrote in his diary. I wasn’t going 
to wait on any Eskimo for his per- 
mission to have his woman, Um- 

| lak wouldn’t know the difference, 
anyway. He didn’t even know his 
traps had been cleaned out 
that I had been working his trap- 
line for days now, helping my- 
self... 

|ARLY THE NEXT MORNING Um- 
lak returned to his trapline. 

He examined the snares from a 
distance so that his trail would 
not be a warning to the gods that 
he had come to spy on them, Half 
of his traps were filled with fur- 
bearing animals, snowshoe rab- 
bits, marmot, ground squirrels, 
otters, and one or two ermine. 
Suddenly, he saw a big man, 
swathed in furs, a heavy bundle 
of rabbits and foxes strung over 
his shoulder, come swinging down 
the trapline, checking snare after 
snare, collecting the animals Um- 
lak had trapped. 

In those few seconds, Umlak 
recognized the white man who 
was stealing his furs. He was no 
god. He was the red-haired man 
they called Red Macon, the man 
who ‘had tried to make joy with 
his wife while he had been away 
and dishonored Umlak by not re- 

THE GLACIER GIRL’S STRANGE JUSTICE 

(Continued from page 14) 

turning to take her while he was 
there, 

Umilak’s fingers crept to his 
hunting knife,, Should he Kill the 
red-haired giant now? he wonder~ 
ed, If he did, he would have to 
eat off a bit of his liver, and cut 
Off his finger and his toe and stick 
them into his mouth, so that the 
red-haired giant's ghost would not 
bother him later 

Only the fear of the white laws 
man stayed Umlak’s hand and 
prevented murder, He was not al- 
Towed to murder, he understood 
that, Even though the white man’s 
punishment was nothing to be 
feared. They put an Eskimo in 
prison, give him warmth, all the 
Tobacco he could smoke, and fed 
him. Which was good. But it 
meant he could not see his wife 
Noashak, and there would be ni 
body who could make joy with 
her ‘without dishonoring Umlak, 
and that. he could not. tolerate. 
No. It would be better if he went 
into Ttaluk, into town, and spoke 
to the white law-officer and told 
him of the red-haired giant's 
thievery T got a heavy catch from Um- 
Iak’s traptine, Red Macon wrote 
later in his diary. And since my 
own sled was broken and the dogs 
had chewed through their traces, 
T needed some way of getting the 
heavy catch of furs back to the 
teading® post. I figured a way of 
doing it. I cached the furs and 
made tracks for Umlak’s igloo, 
Knowing I could get the Eskimo 
to lend me his, But when I got to 
the Eskimo’s igloo, he was gone, 
land his wife, Noashak, was alone 
She had the seal lamp going full 
Blast and the igloo was warm, at 
Teast 50° above zero, She had her 
parka off because of the heat, and 
She was naked above the waist, 
hor fittie brown breasts. glowing 
with the reflected flicker of the 
seal lamp. I went over and put 
my arms around her and moved 
her towards the iglerk. I told her 
T wanted to make joy with her 
jn the caribou bag. 
“Tcan not do it,” she said to 

me, ‘'Umlak is not here.”” 
“Don’t give me any of that,” 
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L-told her. “Big Charlie told me 
‘you do it with anybody who wants 
oe 
“Yes,” she said, “when my 

husband is here to’ watch. Then 
it is an honor for my husband and 
good for me, But I cannot do it 
unless he is here.”” 
When she told me that, I could 

not stand it any longer. I went 
wild. I hit her in the face and 
Knocked her on her back, And 
then I ripped off the rest of her 
furs and shoved ‘her back on the 
caribou furs on the iglerk, She 
tried to fight me off, but after I 
beat her a while, her body relax- 
ed... L-hod what I wanted. . 

‘MLAK PLODDED through the 
snow, toward his igloo, the 

two dogs he had taken with him 
when he had gone to inspect his 
trapline, frolicking about him, He 
could not understand why his 
‘other dogs did not come out to 
meet him, raising their usual fuss 
and excitement, And then, when 
he came up to the igloo itself, he 
saw that his sled was gone, What 
has happened? he wondered. Has 
Noashak gone off somewhere by 
herself? 

Umlak got down on all fours 
and crawled through the winding 
tunnel into the igloo, He stood 
up and stared in amazement at 
‘Noashak who lay naked in a pool 
of blood on the caribou furs*on 
the iglerk, What was the matter 
with her? She had let the seal 
lamp go out, and she must be 
hhalf-frozen, Even the blood on 
her was beginning to turn to ice- 

‘Umlak lit the seal lamp. He 
used a big tundra-cotton wick, 
and the lamp sputtered and threw 
off much light and heat. Then 
Umlak sat down and waited for 
his wife to come to her senses. 

‘As the igloo warmed up Noa- 
shak gradually returned to con- 
sciousness, She came to finally, 
and told her husband how she had 
been raped by the red-haired 
white man, Umlak took it as a 
personal insult to himself, that he 
had not been asked by the white 
man for permission to make pleas- 
ure with his wife. A dull ball of 
fiery anger swelled and grew in 
his mind 

“"T must go into Italuk,”” he 
told his wife, ‘and find the red- 
haired white man and kill him 
for dishonoring me.”” 

‘Umlak’s sled was gone, stolen 
by the white red-haired giant, 
and he had to make a new sled. 
But he had no driftwood and that 

meant he would have to impro- 
vise. The Eskimo took an ovibos 
skin into the igloo, urinated on 
it, worked it into the shape of a 
piank, pressing it flat and straight. 
Then’ he carried it outside into 
the bitter cold where it froze im- 
mediately hard as a board of 
wood, Then he carved his run- 
ners and iced them, and hitched 
up his two dogs. 

‘Umlak made a mad dash into 
the town of Italuk. His two dogs 
fell into the snow and lay there, 
whining piteously, exhausted, be- 
fore the roadhouse, Umlak kicked 
them for being weak, and then 
strode into the roadhouse 

ACON WAS LEANING against 
the stove when the Eskimo 

husband of the woman he had 
raped came into the roadhouse. 
He looked at Umlak, and then 
turned his back, feigning ignor- 
ance of why Umlak had come. 

‘Umlak tore across the space 
that separated him from the white 
‘man, He landed on his back, driv- 
ing Macon into the stove. The 
two men hit the floor in a shower 
of red hot coals. Macon screamed 
as the coals burned through his 
clothing and into his flesh, but 
the Eskimo felt no pain. He was 
beyond pain, his face a mask of 
insane rage, 

Using his fist like a pile driver, 
the Eskimo started to batter Ma- 
con’s face and chest. Blood and 
teeth spurted on the floor. Ma- 
con’s cheek was cut open from 
one eye to the side of his mouth, 
making a red gash of raw flesh. 

‘And then, as suddenly as he 
had launched his attack, the Es- 
Kimo stopped, He was afraid of 
the white man’s law. If he killed 
the white man who had insulted 
his wife and made an animal out 
‘of her, he would be punished 
severely, perhaps executed. 

Big Charlie Connors, overcom~ 
ing his first surprise, came out 
from behind his counter, and pull- 
‘ed the half-conscious Macon out 
of the Eskimo’s hands, The gov- 
ernment law officer was away on 
‘an inspection tour, and he had 
been deputized to handle any 
problems that came up in the of- 
ficer's absence. 

‘The Eskimo told his story to 
Connors, the roadhouse owner, 
and asked for permission to take 
‘the red-haired white man and ad- 
minister Eskimo justice—to Kill 
him, Connors, realizing the deli- 
cacy of the situation, effected a 
compromise, The white man, Red 
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Macon, would be tried for rape by 
the white community of Italuk— 
but under Eskimo laws and cus- 
toms, It was the only solution that 
would enable the white man to 
prevent their losing face with the 
native community, and still satis- 
fy the Eskimo. 

William Macon was imprisoned 
in the roadhouse storeroom. His 
defense at his trial was that the 
Eskimo woman would sleep with 
any man who asked her. And the 
prosecution argument was that 
Macon had dishonored the Es- 
Kimo and raped his wife by tak- 
ing her without her husband’s 
consent, 

‘Macon was found guilty of rape 
by an all white male jury. His 

| punishment was Eskimo, He was 
sentenced to take a dog team and 
sled one hundred and twenty 
miles to the next town—but had 
to do it naked—in the same con- 
dition as Noashak had been when 
he had raped her. . . 
Tam sure I can make it, were 

the last words Red Macon wrote 
in his diary. I'll keep moving all 
the time and I won't feel the 
freezing cold. I'll fill up on seal 
biubber before I start, the way 
the Eskimos do, and that’ll give 
me the body heat and energy I’ll 
need, and.when I get through, I’m 
foing back and have the Eskimo 
irl once more, 

A blinding snow began to fall 
when Macon was half a mile out- 
side Ttaluk, Within a mile the 
sweat of his body was mixing with 
the snow, and a slush was form- 
ing all over him, from his head 
to his toes. As long as he kept 
moving, it was a slushy pliable 
coating—but if he stopped for 
fifteen seconds, it would freeze 
solid. 

Micox ase nor nine on the 
IVE sted when he became fa- 
tigued, His legs began to ache 
with pain, but he knew that if he 
went on the sled and rested, he 
would never leave it, The dogs 
would pull’ the sled, his body 
frozen to it, until they grew hun- 
ety, and then they would turn to 
Investigate the frozen form on the 
sled—and then they would rip it 
apart with their teeth, 

The thought of the dogs chew- 
ing on his body made Macon real- 
ize that he was hungry and with- 
cut food, He had no weepons with 
which he could kill—and he did 
hot dare to stop to try and trap 
any animal 

His only possible food were the 
dogs. From their flesh he would 
find strength, the energy to feed 

his museles and drive his body 
on, Using his teeth, Macon claw- 
ed through one of the traces. He 
made a noose out of the trace- 
strap and strangled one of the 
dogs on the run, 

‘Macon tore the dog open on a 
sharp corner of the dog sled. He 
disemboweled it and threw its 
guts to the other dogs who gulp- 
ed down its entrails, fighting and 
snapping among themselves for 
the pieces. 

Macon ripped the dog’s jugular 
open with his teeth and let the 
steaming blood run into his 
mouth, stain his lips, run down 
his jaw, where it froze on his 
neck, The hot blood gave him 
new strength, energy to keep run- 
ning, and a new confidence he 
could finish his journey. 

Macon skinned the dog with 
his teeth and wrapped the warm 
wet skin around his neck and 
down his back in an effort to con- 
serve his own body heat, He 
chewed on some of the dog’s 
tough stringy meat and threw the 
rest to the dogs. 

Each mile, however, became 
longer to the white rapist. It grew 
colder, and the wind blew hard. 
er. Gradually the slush on Ma- 
con’s body began to form a hard 
crust, and there was a cracking 
sound each time Macon took a 
step. Gradually the steps grew 
slower and were made with more 
effort each time. 

Finally there came a time when 
the extremities began to freeze, 
First it was the toes and then 
the feet, and Macon shuffled for- 
ward on numb stumps. And then 
the fingers and the hands went. 
‘And a time came when he no 
longer knew if he held on to the 
dog sled or not. And when that 
moment passed, Macon suddenly 
realized that the dog sled had 
slipped from his grasp. He took 
a half dozen agonized steps, 
screaming at the dogs who were 
Jeaving him behind to die, but 
they paid no attention. 

He pitched forward finally, his 
nude body stiffening swiftly, as 
the snow began to pile over it. 

HE FOLLOWING SPRING when 
‘the thaws came, William Ma- 

con’s body was found, His diary 
was frozen solid to his skin, where 
it had been held by the pressure 
between his upper arm and his 
chest, The diary found its way 
into Sidak’s possession—and ul- 
timately into mine—enabling me 
to put together the story of the 
white rapist who had suffered 
Eskimo justice, 
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FLYING SAUCER FACTS 

1964) took place on a worldwide 
scale, 

Many readers will recall the press’ 
preoccupation with UFOs and dead 
horses in the fall of 1967. The news 
coverage began about a month af- 
ter a Colorado rancher found the 
half-dissolvea_body of “Snippy" in 
September. The flesh had been 
mysteriously stripped from the 
horse's head and shoulders, and the 
vital organs and fluids were gone. 
Strange markings on the ground 
Suggested that whatever had killed 
“Snippy"” had come from above, and 
left the same way. Even more puzzl- 
ing was the fact that UFO activity all 
‘over the world had begun to in- 
crease in July and had reached a 
peak in September. Then the reports 
began to dwindle, So it is apparent 
that the publicity about “Snippy's"” 
death was the result of increasing 
general interest in this highly con- 
troversial phenomena. 

Sightings have continued to be re- 
ported since January, but the 
monthly total is inconsequential 
compared to the hundreds per 
month the preceding summer. 
‘Some interesting cases have come 
to our attention, however. After 
thorough investigation and eval- 
ation, we have found them to be 
just as puzzling as any of those gath- 
ered in the summer of 1967. A case 
in point involves a disc-shaped ob- 
ject with seven lighted 
the leading edge which was viewed 
by hundreds at Redlands, California, 
on the evening of February 4, 1968. 
The actual sighting was preceded by 
a strange noise witich witnesses said 
was similar to the sound of the “sau- 
cer” on “The Invaders" TV program. 
n 

(Continued from page 41) 

Most of those who heard the sound 
and saw the object cross the sky 
above Redlands thought the two 
were conntected. However, after in 
terviewing the witnesses and exam- 
ining the scene, APRO’s investigator, 
Dr. Philip Seff, a professor of Geolo: 
gy at the University of Rediands, 
found that the sound actually came 
from a new “search and rescue” 
unit which was on a trial run. The 
unknown object itself apparently 
made no noise. This incident re- 
ceived no publicity except in the lo- 
cal press. 

‘A particularly ominous-sounding 
report arrived at our offices in late 
March which involves a young boy 
who was apparently burned by an 
unidentified hovering object. 

Gregory Wells is the 12-year-old 
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Wells, 
who live near Beallsville, Ohio. Mr. 
Wells is a retired Air Force sergeant. 
On the 19th of March, 1968, at 
pm Gregory went from his family’s 
trailer to his grandmother's home 
for a jug of water. The pipes had fro- 
zen during the winter and the family 
hauled their drinking water from the 
main house. 

Gregory got the water and headed 
back to the trailer. A humming 
sound which seemed to come from 
behind him attracted his attention; 
he turned and gazed in awe at a foot- 
ball-shaped object hovering above a 
tree about 200 feet away. As he 
watched, 2 tube emerged from the 
bottom of the object and began to 
revolve. When it was pointed toward 
Gregory, a beam of red light erupted 
from it. He turned and ran, then felt 
a burning sensation on the back of 
his arm. He began to scream and 

started to strip off his jacket, for it 
was in flames. His mother and 
grandmother, hearing his screams, 
Faced outside. Immediately the 
grandmother grabbed the jug and 
poured the water on the boy's body. 
Fortunately Gregory was wearing 2 
heavy sweatshirt under his jacket, so 
xcept for two places where the 
beam" reached him, he was not 

burned. His mother and grand- 
mother both observed the object for 
‘the next ten minutes, after which it 
appeared to “fade” from sight. 

It is clear to anyone who has stud 
ied the phenomena that UFOs are 
not seen only by “cranks” and pub- 
licity-seekers, So we are faced with 
‘only two possible conclusions: The 
‘objects are manifestations of a psy- 
chological disease of epidemic pro- 
portions—or they are real physical 
material 

APRO's former Brazilian Repre- 
sentative, the late Dr. Olavo Fontes, 
said in 1966: "If the UFO phenome- 
non is suggestive (imaginary), it 
could be only-an hallucination of a 
very special kind, because we know 
that most observers are not psy- 
chotic subjects. (And) the hallucina- 
tion theory could explain only the in- 
dividual case. If we study sightings 
witnessed by groups of persons, 
then the problem takes on a differ- 
ent aspect. Psychiatrists have prov- 
en that it is impossible to produce 
the same hallucinations in different 
persons submitted to the same 
stressful situations. Also, if we take 
into consideration the cases in 
which the same UFO is sighted by 
different groups of observers placed 
at different locations and with no 
connection with each other, then the 
psychological explanation cannot 
stand: Because we would have to ad- 
‘mit not only the reality of the group 
hallucination, but also the reality of 
the psychotic transference of the 
hallucination from one group of 
people to another! This would be 
more fantastic and unscientific than 
the admission of the UFO's physical 
reality. 

Unquote. Dr. Fontes was one of 
South America’s leading gastroen- 
terologists and well-qualified to 
speak on matters involving medicine 
and psychiatry. 

So what have we? Strange objects 
which have been seen by groups of 
people—well-qualified people—not 
only in the United States but 
tnroughout the world, Some of these 
objects have been tracked on radar 
and others have been photographed. 
In future columns we will acquaint 
the reader with some of the more in- 
teresting and detailed incidents 
from the past as well as current re 
ports, . 
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when | planned to 

retire before fifty 
this is the business that made it possible 

a true story by John B. Haikey 

Starting with borrowed money, in just 
eight years | gained financial security, 
sold out at a profit and retired. 
“Not until I was forty did T make up my 
mind that Iwas going to retire before 
ten years had passed. I knew I couldn't 
do it on a salary, no matter how good. 
T knew I couldn't do it working for 
others, It was perfectly obvious to me 
that [had to start a business of my own. 
But that posed a problem. What kind of 
business? Most of my money was tied 
up. Temporarily I was broke. But, when 
Tfound the business I wanted I was able 
to start it on less than$1000 of borrowed 
money. 
2'To pyramid this investment into re- 

tirement in less than ten years seems 
like magie, but in my opinion any man 
in good health who has the same ambi- 
tion and drive that motivated me, could 
achieve such a goal. Let me give you a 
little history. 

“[ finished high schoo! at the age of 18 
and got a job as a shipping clerk. My 
next job was butchering at a plant that 
processed boneless beef. Couldn't see 
‘mnuch future there. Next, T got a job as 
& Greyhound Bus Driver. The inoney 
‘was good. ‘The work was pleasant, but 
Toouldn’t see it as leading to retirement, 
Finally J took the plunge and went into 
business for myself. 

“T managed to raise enough money 
with my savings to invest in a combina- 
tion motel, restaurant, grocery, and ser- 
vice station. It didn’t take long to get 
my eyes opened. In order to keep that 
business going my wife and I worked 
from dawn to dusk, 20 hours a day, 
seven days a week. Putting in all those 
hours didn't match my idea of indepen- 
dence and it gave me no time for my 
favorite sport—golf! Finally we both 
agreed that 1 should look for something 
else 

“T found it, Not right away. I inves- 
tigated a lot of businesses offered as 
franchises. T felt that I wanted the 
guidance of an experienced company — 
wanted to have the benefit of the plans 
that had brought success to others, plus 
the benefit of running my own business 
under an established name that had 
national recognition. 

"Most of the frarichises offered were 
too costly for me. Temporarily all my 
capital was frozen in the motel. But T 
found that, the Duraclenn franchise 

offered me exactly what I had been 
looking for 

“T could start for a small amount— 
Jess than$1000-and that amount I could 
borrow. T could work it as a one-man 
business while getting astart. Nosalaries 
to pay. L could operate from my home. 
No office or shop rent or other overhead. 
For transportation I could use the trunk 
of my family car. (I bought the truck 
Tater, out of profits.) But, best of all, 
there was no ceiling on my earnings. I 
could build a business as big as my am- 
bition and energy dictated. T could put 
on as many men as I needed to cover 
any volume I could build. I could make 
4a profit on every man working for me. 
‘And, I could build this little by little, or 
as fast as I wished. 

"So, I started. I took the wonderful 
training furnished by the company. 
When | was ready I followed the simple 
plan outlined in the training. During the 
first period I did all the service work 
myself. By doing it myself, I could make 
much more per hour than T had ever 
made on a salary. Later, I would hire 
men, train them, pay them well, and 
still make an hourly profit on their time 
that made my idea of retirement possible 
Thad joined the country club and now 
Teould play golf whenever I wished 

“What is. this, won- 
derful business? It’s 
Duraclean. And, what 
is Duraclean? It’s an 
improved, space-age 
process for cleaning up- 
holstered furniture, rugs, 
and tacked down car- 
pets. It not only cleans 
but it enlivens and 
sparkles up the colors. 
Tt does not wear down 
the fiber or drive part of the dirt into 
the base of the rug as machine serub- 
bing of carpeting does. Instead it lifts 
‘out the dirt by means of an absorbent 
ary foam. 

“Furniture dealers and department 
stores refer their customers to the Dura- 
clean Specialist. Insurance men say 
Duraclean can save them money on fire 
claims, Hotels, motels, specialty shops 
fand big stores make annual contracts 
for keeping their carpets and furniture 

foes! 
fresh and clean. One Duraclean Special 
ist recently signed a contract for over 
$40,000 a year for just one hotel. 

“Well, that’s the business I was able 
to start for less than $1000. That's the 
business T built up over a period of eight 
years. And, that's the business I sold 
Out at a substantial profit before T was 
fifty.” 

Would you like to taste the freedom 
and independence enjoyed by Mr. 
Haikey? You can. Let us send you the 
facts. Mail the coupon, and you'll re- 
ceive all the details, absolutely without 
‘obligation. No salesman will ever call on 
you, When you receive our illustrated 
booklet, you'll learn how we show you 
STEP BY STEP how to get customers; 
and how to have your customers. get 
‘you more customers from their recom- 
mendations. 

‘With no obligation, we'll mail you a 
24-page brochure explaining the busi- 
ness, ‘Then you, and you alone, in the 
privacy of your home, can decide. Don't 
delay. Get the facts before your location 
fs taken by someone else. Mail the 
coupon, now. 
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Your quick, easy way to spare time earnings, 

top-pay jobs, or business of your own; 

TV-RADIO, ELECTRONICS 

Be a skilled technician in America’s 

fastest growing industry Regardless of your 
educational background, you can learn the Electronics 
field of yous choice the practical, “hands on” NRI way. 
The NRI color Catalog, sent to you FREE and without 
obligation, tells you how you can qualify quickly to be a 
part of the fastest growing industry in this land. It shows 
You how you can train at home in your spare time for 
‘top-pay positions in industry, in business, or with the 
government. You'll read how you can get into the excit- 
ing field of broadcasting or how you can start a business 
of your own as a skilled TV-Radio Technician — either 
part-time or establishing your own full-time shop. 

Make $5 or more per hour starting soon 

‘NRI prepares you quickly to cash in on the boom in Color 

TV, one of the great money-making fields you can choose 
with-an NRI diploma. TV Technicians are in demand 

jaw to keep millions of color sets in working order. NRI 

js the only school offering home education in Color Tv 

Servicing that includes a color set totally engineered for 
training: purposes. You learn by doing, demonstrating 
things you read about in “bite-size” texts as you build 
and use professional lab equipment. Electronics comes 
alive in a unique, fascinating, easy-to-understand way. 
Jn Color TV, the end product is your own high quality 
set, yours to keep for years of viewing pleasure. 

TRAIN WITH THE LEADER Tens of thousands 

of NRI graduates are proof it is practical to train at 
home in your spare time. NRT gives you a choice of 12 
training programs. Five of them include FCC License 
preparation. You must pass your FCC License exams or 
NRI refunds your tuition in full. Decide now to move 
ahead in Electronics. Mail the coupon for FREE NRT 

nan will call, NATIONAL RADIO 
INSTITUTE, Washington, D.C. 20016. 

TRAIN AT HOME — Learn-by-doing with NRI pro- 
grammed equipment. All this ie yours at no extra cost, 
From Achiovement Kit to Color 2V, in NEI TV-Radio 
Servicing course. You gain priccless confidence as 
you work with your hands as well ax your head. 

Build your own 
COLOR TV 
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